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IN OCEAN MOORING SYSTEMS
1. INTRODUCTION
Complex nonlinear and chaotic responses have recently been observed in various
numerical and approximate semi-analytical models of compliant offshore structures and
mooring systems (e.g. Thompson, 1983; Papoulias and Bernitsas, 1988; Sharma et al.,
1988; Bishop and Virgin, 1988; Bernitsas and Chung, 1990; Jiang, 1991).These
systems are characterized by a nonlinear mooring restoring force and a coupled
hydrodynamic excitingforce.The restoringforce,which includesmaterial
discontinuities and geometric nonlinearities, has a unique equilibrium position or single
well potential. The exciting force includes a quadratic fluid-structure interaction viscous
drag and harmonic wave induced inertial components. The drag component includes a
bias, a quadratic nonlinearity and combined parametric and external excitation. The
inertial component consists of biased external excitation which for certain structural
configurations,is complemented by an additional coupled nonlinear convective
parametric excitation.Coupling of degrees of freedom further complicates system
behavior.
Numerical investigation of systems which exhibit similar nonlinear properties
have revealed complex behavior including coexisting periodic (harmonic, subharmonic,
ultraharmonic, ultrasubharmonic) and aperiodic (quasiperiodic, chaotic) solutions defined
by different initial conditions. System stability is governed by complex near resonant
phenomena and sensitivity to initial conditions. A fundamental example of such systems2
is the harmonically excited hardening Duffing equation (Ueda, 1980a,b; Parlitz and
Lauterborn, 1985).
The development of deep water compliant offshore structures requires a
comprehensive understanding of strongly nonlinear ocean systems designed for relatively
large displacements.Existing mooring systems analyses are portrayed by complex
numerical models incorporating both structural and hydrodynamic nonlinearities or by
idealized numerical or semi-analytical models where the nonlinearities are approximated
and are in part described by their linearized or quasi-static representation. Identification
and control of system instabilities are not always attainable in the complex numerical
models and require extensive parametric analysis, whereas the linearized models are
limited by their restrictive assumptions and do not always reveal true system behavior.
Therefore, the lack of systematic nonlinear analysis on one hand, and the numerical
evidence of complex system response and sensitivity to initial conditions on the other,
enhance the need for consistent analytical research of nonlinear ocean mooring systems.
1.1 Problem Overview
Ocean mooring systems include single and multi-point configurations (Skop,
1988) and are used to restrain the motion of compliant offshore structures (Leonard &
Young, 1985).Single-point moorings (ABS, 1975) are characterized by curvature,
material and hydrodynamic load nonlinearities (Leonard, 1988), whereas multi-point or
spread moorings (API, 1987) include an additional geometric nonlinearity associated3
with mooring line angles. The mooring restoring force is formulated by incorporating
these nonlinearities by exact or approximate formulation based on the mooring line
characteristics and its orientation in the system. The hydrodynamic excitation includes
coupled nonlinear fluid-structure interaction viscous drag and inertial components and
requires separate treatment for small versus large bodies (Sarpkaya & Isaacson, 1981).
Small bodies (with respect to flow wavelength) or structures with slender
elements, do not alter the incident flow (Chakrabarti, 1987), whereas large bodies do
change the characteristics of the flow field in the vicinity of the body and require
knowledge of the scattered and radiated potential in addition to the incident potential
(Wehausen, 1971). Therefore, small body problems can be solved directly due to the
explicit form of the hydrodynamic excitation and large body problems require
approximation of the hydrodynamic forces or simultaneous solution of the field-body
boundary value problem (Newman, 1977).Small body mooring systems (e.g. semi-
submersibles, articulated towers) are generally solved by a relative motion Morison
formulation (Patel, 1989). Large body systems (e.g. ships, floating production systems)
are solved by approximate quasi-static maneuvering equations (Abkovitz, 1972) or by
numerical simulation via strip theory (Lewis, 1988) or boundary element methods
(Garrison, 1978).
Although the hydrodynamic exciting force of small and large body systems
fundamentally differ in their complexity, the fluid-structure interaction force of both
systems incorporates similar elements of coupled nonlinear damping and inertial
mechanisms. Furthermore, both small and large body systems equivalently incorporate4
the nonlinearities of mooring restoring force.Consequently, ocean mooring systems
belong to a class of finite multi-degree-of-freedom nonlinear dissipative dynamical
systems.
The behavior of nonlinear dissipative dynamical systems subject to deterministic
excitation has been studied extensively by both classical and modern techniques.
Classical techniques have concentrated on obtaining closed form periodic solutions of
integrable or weakly nonlinear systems and analyzing their stability (Bogliubov &
Mitropolsky, 1961; Nayfeh & Mook, 1979). Modern techniques concentrate on global
bifurcations and address the existence of chaotic solutions and global system behavior
(Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986; Wiggins, 1990).
Chaotic behavior has been shown to be inherent in a general class of nonlinear
systems (Thompson and Stewart, 1986; Moon, 1987) and its detection requires the
application of modern quantitative measures. Example of such measures are Liapunov
exponents (Wolf et al., 1985) and fractal (Farmer et al., 1983; Grassberger and
Procaccia,1983))or multi-fractal (Feder,1989) dimensions.The geometric
nonlinearity of a multi-point mooring system is equivalent to that of single (Timoshenko,
1974) and double-well potential snap-through oscillators (Clemens & Wauer, 1981;
Poddar et al., 1987). The global and chaotic behavior of multi-well potential softening
type oscillators has been extensively analyzed for a variety of systems.Examples
include the pendulum (Miles, 1988), Josephson junction (Salam & Sastry, 1985) and
the softening Duffing equation (Morozov, 1976; Holmes, 1979).
The modified classical methods consist of local stability analysis of all coexisting5
solutions (loos & Joseph, 1981) which can be obtained by approximate perturbation
techniques such as averaging (Sanders and Verhulst, 1985), harmonic balance (Hayashi,
1964) and multiple-scales (Nayfeh, 1973).The modern techniques include global
bifurcation analysis based on an asymptotic stability criterion derived by Melnikov
(1963) which has been applied to identify sensitivity to initial conditions and transverse
intersections (Smale horseshoe type chaos) in a variety of systems exhibiting
homoclinicity (Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1986; Wiggins, 1988).
Although numerical evidence of complex and chaotic solutions has been found
in nonlinear single well potential systems, analytical research has been limited to
modified classical analysis as these systems do not obtain the explicit physical
homoclinicity exhibited by multi-well potential systems. Examples of such systems are
the weakly nonlinear hardening Duffing equation subjected to combined parametric and
external excitation (Yagasaki et al., 1990) and the subharmonic motions of a wind
loaded structure analyzed by the general method of averaging (Holmes, 1980). These
systems belong to a class of degenerate bifurcation problems which are sensitive to the
order of their approximate solution and a higher order approximation is needed to obtain
a valid stability criteria (Sanders, 1982). Although homoclinicity can be shown by a
variety of transformation techniques, only estimates for the separatrix splitting of the
rapidly forced system can be obtained (Holmes et al., 1988).Furthermore, while
weakly nonlinear systems have been studied extensively from both classical and modern
approaches, complex single equilibrium point systems with a strong nonlinearity are
limited in their scope of analysis.6
Two possible classical analytical methods of treating strong nonlinearities where
small perturbation solutions break down, are modified multiple scales (Burton and
Rahman, 1986) and the method of harmonic balance ( Szemplinska- Stupnika, 1987).
Both methods, applied to the hardening type Duffing equation, show good agreement
with numerical solutions, but are sensitive to the order of approximation for a symmetric
elastic configuration without a linearstatic term (Rahman and Burton,1986;
Szemplinska- Stupnika, 1986).Stability analysis of system behavior results in a local
bifurcation map defining the regions of existence of the various nonlinear phenomena
in parameter space.This analysis consists of perturbing an approximate solution and
analyzing the resulting variational equation numerically by Floquet analysis (Nayfeh and
Mook, 1979) or by analytically evaluating the equivalent Hill's variational equation
(Hayashi, 1964).Stability analysis by these methods has been successfully employed
on both hardening and softening Duffing equations (Szemplinska- Stupnika,1986; Nayfeh
and Sanchez, 1989; Szemplinska- Stupnika, 1988).
Coupling of the degrees of freedom in the mooring system further complicates
system analysis of finite multi-degree-of-freedom systems (Rosenberg, 1977). Classical
techniques (Szemplinska- Stupnika, 1990) complemented by numerical analysis identify
an enlarged bifurcation set and chaotic solutions induced by internal resonance
mechanisms in quadratically and cubical coupled oscillators (Miles, 1984,a,b).An
example of a homoclinic two-degree-of-freedom system analyzed by a modified
Melnikov method is the whirling pendulum (Shaw & Wiggins, 1988).
Qualitative analysis can also be performed on autonomous systems in which the7
excitation is not time dependent or is replaced by its quasi-static representation (Nayfeh
and Mook, 1979).This consists of finding all of the system's fixed points (or
equilibrium solutions) and investigating their local stability by perturbation.This
technique is employed in the analysis of quasi-statically formulated systems or as an
alternative approach to analysis of time averaged amplitude equations obtained by
quantitative analysis (Wiggins, 1988). Systems with combined parametric and external
excitation (Troger & Hsu, 1977) numerically exhibit enlarged regions of instabilities and
chaotic solutions (HaQuang et al., 1987) and are also sensitive to the high frequency of
the averaged forcing defined by a small parameter (Yagasaki et al., 1990).
Nonlinear systems have been shown to numerically portray the existence of a
superstructure (Parlitz & Lauterborn, 1985) which includes crisis and intermittent
phenomena (Grebogi et al., 1983) and which organizes the bifurcation set (Ueda et al.,
1990).This superstructure is similar to that observed and analytically determined in
codimension-two bifurcation problems such as the Henon map (Holmes & Whitley,
1984) and Circle map (Arnold, 1965).
1.2 Existing Ocean Systems Research
The problems addressed in the area of nonlinear dynamics of compliant offshore
structures include a variety of single and multi-point mooring system models. A similar
problem addressed is that of nonlinear ocean vehicle roll models. Both types of models
incorporate equivalent hydrodynamic exciting forces but fundamentally differ in their8
restoring force formulation. The mooring problem has a single-well potential describing
a unique physical equilibrium position, whereas the roll problem has a two well potential
defining an explicit homoclinic stability (capsize) mechanism (Falzarano, 1990). In a
recent paper, Bernitsas and Chung (1991), present a review of the approaches developed
for single and multi-point systems in the past four decades. The nonlinear elastic force
of a single cable line has been formulated by various methods. Examples include a
quasi-static formulation of semi-empirical relations for elastic rope (McKenna and
Wong, 1979), catenary equations for chain (Leonard, 1988), and finite elements for steel
cable (Papoulias, 1987).
An alternative formulation is to incorporate a measured restoring force or its
approximation. Examples of approximations by elementary functions include a piece-
wise linear formulation (de Kat and Wichers, 1991), an exponential function description
(Virgin and Bishop, 1988) and a truncated power series described by a quartic
polynomial (Fujino and Sagara, 1990). Another single-point configuration, modeling
coupled tanker-mooring tower motion, consists of a bi-linear formulation (Thompson et
al., 1984) and a least square approximation of a discontinuous restoring force resulting
in a biased Duffing equation (Lou and Choi, 1990).The geometric nonlinearity of
multi-point systems has either been approximated from data (Bishop and Virgin, 1988)
or has been incorporated exactly in various numerical models (e.g. Ansari and Khan,
1986; Chen and Chou, 1986; Chiou, 1990) and in a two-point quasi-static model
(Bernitsas and Chung, 1991).
Numerical time domain simulation has been the primary tool for solution of both9
large (Wichers, 1988) and small body configurations (Bishop and Virgin, 1988; Virgin,
1987).The harmonic balance method complemented by local stability analysis was
applied to a moored single-point system modeled by quartic (Fujino and Sagara, 1990)
and cubic polynomials (Choi and Lou, 1991).Local autonomous system stability
analysis was performed on quasi-static, three-degree-of-freedom, large body models of
single (Bernitsas and Papoulias, 1986; Jiang et al., 1987) and two-point (Bernitsas and
Chung, 1991) mooring systems.These models incorporate constant descriptions of
current, wind (Papoulias and Bernitsas, 1986) and memory effects due to radiated waves
(Sharma et al., 1988). Addition of the nonsteady first and second order wave excitation
(Jiang and Schellin, 1990), was performed by numerical simulation of the time
dependent system for a given input parameter set.Local stability analysis was
performed on the reduced time averaged components of the wave excitation (Schellin et
al., 1990). Another example of local stability analysis is the ship roll model. The roll
restoring moment described by a quintic polynomial approximation was analyzed by
multiple scales (Nayfeh and Khdeir, 1986a,b; Nayfeh and Sanchez, 1990) and by an
equivalent harmonic balance method (Witz et al., 1989).
These models can be described by two categories. The first category consists of
models in which the nonlinear hydrodynamic exciting force is simplified in order to
enable analysis of the nonlinear restoring force. A characteristic example is a single-
degree-of-freedom harmonically excited nonlinear mooring or ship roll oscillator. This
oscillator includes a nonlinear function describing a restoring force, in which the
nonlinear drag force is equivalently linearized thus restricting the validity of the models10
to very small amplitude motions (Thompson et al., 1984; Virgin, 1987; Bishop &
Virgin, 1988; Witz et al., 1989; Choi and Lou, 1991). The second category consists
of models incorporating both structural and hydrodynamic nonlinearities. Examples of
models in which the influence of the nonlinear drag was not neglected can be found in
the numerical analysis of a harmonically excited linearized system (Liaw, 1988) and in
the analytical analysis of a simple quadratic (Fujino & Sagara, 1990; Falzarano et al.,
1990) or mixed linear-cubic (Nayfeh and Khdeir, 1986a,b; Nayfeh and Sanchez, 1990)
approximations of the coupled drag force.Another characteristic example is a three-
degree-of-freedom, single point mooring system formulated by approximate quasi-static
maneuvering equations (Papoulias and Bernitsas, 1988; Sharma et al., 1988). Nonsteady
effects of gusting wind and wave excitation have also been numerically incorporated
(Jiang and Schellin, 1990).
Comparison of the complex phenomena obtained by the qualitative global analysis
of the quasi-static analysis of single versus two-point moorings analysis (Bernitsas and
Chung, 1990) reveals the existence of similar singularities and bifurcations, however
detailed bifurcation analysis is required to isolate and identify the various mechanisms
governing system stability. In a recent analysis of a single-point mooring system, Jiang
(1991), found self-sustained oscillations which became chaotic when the system was
subjected to an additional bias or periodic waves.Evidence of strong subharmonic
response and a period multiplying route to chaotic motion appears in numerical models
of both large and small body ocean mooring models that are subjected to combined
steady and fast motions (Bishop and Virgin, 1988; Jiang, 1991).These nonlinear11
solutions exist in a relatively narrow parameter space but their magnitude is greater than
that of the coexisting harmonic response.As noted above, the multi-point mooring
systems exhibits a variety of both structural and hydrodynamical nonlinearities.
Consequently, simplification of environmental conditions via equivalent linearization
methods or quasi-static representation and approximations of structural nonlinearities
may reveal only partial qualitative results and will not determine mechanisms governing
system instabilities and sensitivity to initial conditions.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The overall goal of the research presented in this thesis is the investigation of
periodic and aperiodic responses of nonlinear mooring systems subjected to excitation
induced by a deterministic ocean field. A general class of multi-point mooring system
models is formulated to comprehensively study system behavior and address the
limitations of existing ocean system research. The models formulated employ an exact
analytical form of both structural and hydrodynamical nonlinearities. A semi-analytical
methodology is developed to determine existence of complex nonlinear and chaotic
phenomena and to identify mechanisms governing system instabilities and sensitivity to
initial conditions. Investigation of system stability and control is performed for a range
of environmental conditions resulting in conclusions, potential applications and
recommendations for future research. The following is a description of thesis chapters
incorporating objectives, methodology and analysis summary.12
System Model And Global Attraction - A fundamental small body, symmetric multi-
point mooring configuration is chosen (Fig.1) to formulate a general class of ocean
mooring models and to address the need for consistent analytical research. This
configuration consists of an exact geometric nonlinearity and avoids the need for
restoring force approximation by truncated elementary functions.Furthermore, the
restoring force incorporates a variable mooring assembly representative of both
linearized single-point and strongly nonlinear four-point mooring systems. The choice
of a small body enables the direct formulation of the exact hydrodynamic exciting force
retaining both quadratic drag and convective inertial components.Consequently, the
model formulated consists of a three-degree-of-freedom system (surge, heave, pitch)
driven by a biased, periodic, two dimensional field.The excitation includes a small
amplitude (linear) wave with a weak colinear current and other slowly varying motions
that could be represented by the bias (e.g. constant wind, second order drift forces).
The ocean mooring system is shown to be a coupled, strongly nonlinear system
subjected to a combined biased, parametric and external excitation.Stability analysis
of the system by a Liapunov function approach reveals global system attraction which
ensures that solutions remain bounded for small excitation.However, this approach
does not address coexisting nonlinear solutions, sensitivity to initial conditions or the
influence of larger combined excitation.
Stability and the Poincard MapEvaluation of system stability in the context of the
Poincare map is obtained by analysis of the nearly integrable averaged system. The
hyperbolic fixed (equilibrium) points and closed orbits (limit cycles) of the map>
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correspond to periodic, steady state orbits of the system. Analysis of the map described
by a perturbed Hamiltonian, determines existence and stability of near resonance,
primary (harmonic) and secondary coexisting (sub, ultra, ultrasubharmonic) solutions.
Furthermore, coexistence of periodic solutions is identified by saddle-node (tangent)
bifurcations. Numerical simulations of system response verify the results obtained by
stability analysis of the map.
Local Bifurcations - Investigation of nonresonant solutions is done by a local variational
approach.This consists of perturbing of an approximate solution and evaluating its
stability by analysis of the general Hill's system obtained after linearization of the
corresponding variational.Due to the algebraic complexity of the geometric and
quadratic drag nonlinearities, the approximate solution is obtained by the method of
harmonic balance which is formulated to account for all periodic components. Stability
regions are identified by Floquet theory. The first region corresponds to a primary
resonant tangent bifurcation and the second region determines existence of secondary
symmetry breaking and period doubling bifurcations. Numerical simulations of system
response verify the harmonic balance approximation and validate results obtained by
local bifurcation analysis.
Global BifurcationsExistence of global bifurcations is demonstrated semi-analytically.
Application of Melnikov's method to the perturbed averaged system provides a criterion
for the existence of transverse homoclinic orbits resulting in chaotic system dynamics.15
This criterion is sensitive to the high frequency of the averaged system and only
estimates for the separatrix splitting of the rapidly forced system are obtained. The
estimates, verified by numerical simulation of the system, show sensitivity to initial
conditions.Further analysis of the period doubled solution obtained by local
bifurcation, reveals possible existence of a cascade of period doubling which is shown
by numerical simulation to evolve into a strange attractor.The abrupt transitions
between periodic coexisting states are also shown to be sensitive to initial conditions.
Superstructure In The Bifurcation Set And Routes To Chaos Analysis of the bifurcation
criteria obtained reveals a steady state superstructure in the bifurcation set.This
structure identifies a similar bifurcation pattern of coexistingsolutions in the
subharmonic, ultraharmonic and ultrasubharmonic domains.Within this structure
strange attractors appear when a period doubling sequence is infinite and when an abrupt
change in the size of an attractor occurs near the tangent bifurcation values. The
superstructure enables identification of routes to chaos and their relationship with other
instabilities for given environmental conditions.
Conclusions And Future ResearchSummary of results and conclusions are presented
in the final chapter.The applications of the study in the analysis and control of
nonlinear ocean mooring, towing and equivalent single-well potential mechanical systems
are discussed.Guidelines for further research of system behavior are formulated.16
2. SYSTEM MODEL AND GLOBAL ATTRACTION
The multi-point mooring system considered (Fig.1) is formulated as a three-
degree-of-freedom (surge, heave, pitch), rigid body, hydrodynamically damped and
excited nonlinear oscillator. The equations of motion are derived in section 2.1 based
on equilibrium of geometric restoring forces and small body motion under small
amplitude monochromatic wave and current excitation. The equations of motion take
the following classical form of three coupled nonlinear second order differential
equations:
where
X +D(X) +R(X) = (1)
R(X)andD(dX/dt) are the system restoring force and structural damping
vectors and F(X,dX /dt,d2X /dt2,t)is the time dependent exciting force vector.
X = (XI,X3,X5)Tis the system displacement vector representing surge (X1),
heave (X3), and pitch (X5) motions.
Note that (.) is differentiation with respect to time and that the position of the body
centroid at its equilibrium position is the origin of the reference inertial frame. The
exciting forces are formulated to account for convective properties caused by nonlinear
structural motions and the restoring forces are formulated via a Lagrangian approach due
to their complexity.Identification of system nonlinearites is performed in section 2.2
and global attraction of the fundamental nonlinear system is demonstrated in section 2.3.17
2.1 Model Formulation
A symmetric multi-point mooring assembly yields an antisymmetric restoring
force. Although the mooring lines may have linear elastic properties, the restoring force
(stiffness) will include a strong geometric nonlinearity depending on the mooring angles.
Two characteristic stiffness configurations which incorporate a material discontinuity are
pretensioned (Fig.2a) and slack elastic cables (Fig.2c). The discontinuity in the former
case is due to loss of pretension in two lines whereas the latter case is based on an initial
slackness. Both configurations can be described by a ratio (1c/l0) of initial mooring line
length (L) to the length of the gap to be bridged by that line (10).Therefore, slack or
pretensioned lines can be described by 1c/10 > 1 and lc/l0 < 1respectively. The case
of taut mooring lines (Fig.2b) represents the limits of both slack and pretensioned cables
(1c=10). In order to avoid modeling of the discontinuity by an infinite set of describing
functions and to isolate the geometric nonlinearity, a continuous mooring restoring force
(Rm) is chosen. This force consists of both taut and pretensioned configurations (lc .._10)
of linear elastic mooring lines which restrict the motion to the region where all lines
retain their initial pretension.The stiffness nonlinearity can vary from a strongly
nonlinear two-point system (Fig.3: b =0) to an almost linear four-point system (Fig.3:
b > > d).The total restoring force (R) includes the influence of mooring (RM) and
hydrostatic buoyancy (RB).
The exciting force (F) is formulated to account for the influence of both
nonlinear drag (FD) and inertial effects (F1). Both nonlinearities are incorporatedRM(X) RM(X)
8-X
5
T21
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E
RM(X)
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Fig. 2 Mooring restoring force configurations:a) pretension, b) taut, c) slack
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exactly.The drag nonlinearity consists of a relative motion quadratic formulation
whereas the inertial force consists of both temporal and a relative motion convective
term representing body motion (dX/dt) in an unsteady nonuniform flow field [U(X,t)].
Isaacson (1979) demonstrated that the inertia forces calculated in the conventional
manner (i.e. Morison equation) will generally overestimate the actual force on fixed
bodies subjected to a nonlinear hydrodynamic wave field.The application of the
Morison equation to a moving body incorporates a relative velocity (U-dX/dt) in which
the second order quantities are typically neglected when linear wave theory is employed.
This formulation is valid for linear structural response but the relative motion convective
terms cannot be a-priori neglected for nonlinear motion.
Mooring restoring force:
The mooring restoring force [RM(X)] is conveniently derived from the potential function
[VM(X)] describing the pretensioned geometrical configuration of an axis-symmetric
small body (Fig.3):
where
Viii(XI,X3,X5) = K{ [11(X1,X3,X5) -le]2 + [12(X1,X3,X5) -k]2 }
1122
112 =d 2 +[ -2-1' 1+ __1 1 ± X ) 2 +X3 ± LX3sinX5-I4b±X0cosX5
(2)
(3)
andK is the elastic force coefficient, li (i=1,2) is the in-situ mooring line length and
lc is the the initial pretensioned length of the mooring line.I
b
Fig. 3 Definition sketch
d
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Note that the choice
Therefore, Rm(X)=dVm(X)/dX
Rmi =K
Rm3 = K
Rm3 = K
of the upper sign refers to I, and the lower
or:
[
11-12 11+12]
2 X1 4X1 + lc(2b -L cosX5)T-12
sign to 12.
bi.x4+12] sin X5
(4)
}
--
. li -122 11.+12] 4X3 4-1,[Lsuix,v2.X372-
11-12 2 b L sinX5 + lc4?CisinX5 +X3cosX5)-Ti2- [ 7-1 r-2
Exciting force:
The exciting force (F) consists of drag (FD) and inertial (F1) components for an axis-
symmetric small body in a biased harmonic two dimensional field:
FD1 =ICDIAm(IJI -X1)1
FD3 =CD3Ap3 (1J34(3)1 U3 4(31
t \
F,, = pV (1 +CAI )
au,
+kliau,arc]
pv(1 +cA3)(u34c3)x3pvcAlit,
[L:3
.au
pV (1 +CA1)-X1)Ti,pVCA3k3
where
(5)
(6)and
cosh[k(X3+h)]
U1 = Uo+coa
sinh(kh)
cos(kX, -w t)
sinh[k(X3+h)]
U3 = CO a sin(k; -co t)
sinh(kh)
CD1,3, CA1,3 are hydrodynamic viscous drag and added mass coefficients.
Ap1,3, V are projected drag areas and displaced volume.
U0 is a colinear current magnitude.
a, w, k are wave amplitude, frequency and number.
p, g, h are water mass density, gravitational acceleration and water depth.
22
(7)
Note that both projected drag areas (A/,3,3) and displaced volume (V) are frequency
dependent functions when the body is surface piercing and that the projected areas are
sensitive to the magnitude of body orientation (or pitch angle): An =B(DcosX5+LsinX5)
and Ap3 =B(DsinX5 +LcosX5). Furthermore, the relationship between wave frequency
and number is determined by the linear dispersion equation: w2 =gk tanh(kh).
The drag and inertial components for pitch (FD5, Fm5) can be formulated by
integrating the differential moments (dMD,i) along the length (z ': -L/2 to +L/2) of the
body: FD5 = I dMdz ') and Fo= J A/1/(z ") where:
dMD5 = 2BCD5z/(U * -z/X5)1 U*-z/X5Idzi
dM13 = pV(1+CA5)[- 1 auat* +(u-.z1).(5)aux:
(8)
dz' -cAsziic,
and Us = UlsinX5 + U3cosX5.23
Structural damping force:
The structural damping force (D) consists of independent linearized friction components:
Di = Ci dX1/dt (i=1,3,5), where the damping coefficients are C13,5.
Equation& of motion:
The equations of motion are derived by the Lagrange approach:
d{a21 Q,
T aqi
(9)
where 2 =T-V is the Lagrangian function and T, V are the kinetic and potential energies.
qi are generalized coordinates and Q'i are generalized forces not derivablefrom
the total potential.
The displacement vector components are generalized coordinates and exciting force
vector components are generalized forces as they are time dependent. The Lagrangian
function is obtained from the kinetic and total potential energies. The potential consists
of a mooring component (VM in Eqn.2) and a body force due to hydrostatic buoyancy
and gravity [Vi3=(pgV-Mg)X3)].
T =2
M ().(2 +2) )(2
3 25
2
V = K E[1. (XI,X3,X5)-1,1+ (pgv-Mg)X3
(10)
where M, I are the body mass and moment of inertia and(i=1,2), the mooring line
lengths are given in (Eqn.3).24
Rearranging and scaling (x=X/d, 0=cot) the equations of motion yields the following
autonomous system which consists of seven coupled nonlinear first order ordinary
differential equations:
a=y
y = -R(x) -D(y) +FD(x,y,(3) +F1(x,y,6)
=
where
x=(x1,x3,x5)T, y=(y1,y3,y5)T are the length scaled system displacement and
velocity vectors. Note that the velocity vector retains the time dimension.
For negligible pitch angles the system simplifies to the following:
xl = Yl
yi = -R1(x1,x3) -71y1+Fm(x1,x3,y1,0)+F11(x1,X3,y1,Y3,0)
*3 = y3
Y3 =-R3(x1,x3)-73y3+FD3(x1,x3,y3,0)+F3(x1,x3,y1,y3,0)
6 = co
where
Ri = CY[Xi 11E1122XI -13111421
R3 = a[(1+0)X3 -7 :422X3
11,2 =[1 + (0 ±x1)2
2
X3
(12)
(13)
(14)and
F11
FD1 =/41 31
[ Yi. Yt u1-IuiTo
[ I
1.43 83U3
Y3
co
ax,
CO = Ai
ao -- + Ul
co
aU1 yiau]
F13 = IA3 (02
Uo
fo =
co d
[all3[ Y3I8U31
atTu3-7)ax3
Y3
U370
(02[ Y3IaU3
wax,
.., --
2{yi3111 + At wII
COOX3
ui = f0 +
xcosh[K(x3+10]
cos(Kx1-0
K smh. (K h ' )
xsinh[K(x3+h")]
113 = sm(K x1-0)
Ksinh(K h' )
2 b -L
0=2d
4K a=
M + p VCAI
;
64K
=g (9 V -M)
C1,3
'71,3M +pVCA1
IC
T=
2d
S1
1001,3AP1,3tanh(th /)
j132 1 +Cm V
pv(1 +CAL3)
A1,3M +pVCAI
X =ka ;K =kd
9h' =h
T1
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(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)26
Note that /3,7,0',A,K,x are nondimensional parameters whereas a,-y,6 and co incorporate
a time dimension.The restoring force is characterized by four parameters: a is a
scaling amplitude, /3 describes the geometric nonlinearity in the horizontal plane, r is
a measure of the pretension in the mooring lines and Q _ > 1 characterizes non-negative
buoyancy.The inertial exciting force is characterized by the wave frequency co, a
limiting wave steepness parameter x < T/7 and th > 1 defines positive buoyancy. The
damping force includes hydrodynamic drag 6 and structural damping y.
2.2 Identification of Nonlinearites
The system nonlinearities appear in each of the principal equations (dy/dt) which
are further complicated by coupling.System reduction to surge and heave for small
pitch angles (Eqn.12) reveals that the coupling appears in the symmetric restoring force
(Eqns.13,14) and in both drag and inertia components of the exciting force (Eqns.15,16)
due to the coupled hydrodynamic velocity potential (Eqn.17). Note that for a neutrally
buoyant (o-=0), strongly nonlinear ((3 =0) configuration the restoring force components
(Iti,3: Eqn.13) are identical for surge and heave.Consequently, the fundamental
nonlinearities can be identified in the following limiting single-degree-of-freedom
equation for surge [(x,y) m (xl,y1)]:
i = y
y = -R(x) yy + FD(x,y,0) +17/(x,y,(3)
6= (,)
where
(19)and
fo
R = a[x-r [13+x
1 ii7F1-102V1+03 -V
U0
cod
-x 13
FD = /215[U-11I u-I
CO Ci)
1
= [ au+[u1 I au]
ao coax
u = f0 + ficos(Kx-O)
a =4K
M+ pVCA1
=2b-L
)3 2d
,
7 =M+pvCiti
1CD1An,
gt5 = "K tanh(K h 1)
2 1+CA1 V
pV(1 +CAI)
CI
1,
r=
2d
A =M+pvCAI
X = ka ;K = kd
f XCOSh[K(7C3+hf A
Ksinh(Kh')
I ]
h' =h
c1
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(20)
(24)
The fundamental 0(1) geometric nonlinearity of the system is identified by the
frequency response of the associated Hamiltonian system (Eqn.19: -y=0, FD=Fr=0).
The response (natural) period of the Hamiltonian system T, can be directly computed28
by integrating the Hamiltonian phase plane (x,y)H: T=4 J y(x)-1dx, resulting in an
integral form of the frequency response (con =2w/T):
where
w
con
2
=
y (x) =1/2 [ V(x0)V(x)
y2 r
v(x)= a{1- -7 11/1+(3+X)24-1/1+0(-X)2
2
(25)
(26)
(27)
andV(x0) is a function of initial conditions calculable from the invariant Hamiltonian
energy H(x,y)= lh y2+ V(x).
The integral form (Eqn.25) of the frequency response ("backbone") characterizes
the systems degree of geometric nonlinearity as is depicted in Fig.4 by the curvature of
the backbone curves. The strongest nonlinearity is obtained for right angle mooring
0(3 =0) whereas the weakest nonlinearity is found for small angles 0(3 > > 1).
Identification of the exciting force nonlinearities is conveniently described by
scaling system displacement by the wave number k (x=kX). The restoring force is
approximated by a least square representation: R(x)=Earixn, n =1,3, ... ,N where the
coefficients an, are functions of exciting frequency (co) in addition to the structural
coefficients (a, )3, 7). Note that the strongly nonlinear mooring system ((3 =0) does not
have a linear term (a1=0). The weakly nonlinear system is described with decreasing29
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Fig. 4 Degree of geometricnonlinearity30
coefficients and is limited by a linearized mooring configuration (a1=1,n>1=0)
corresponding to very small mooring line angles (/3> > 1). As the scaled displacement
is not large, wave kinematics can be represented by the following finite trigonometric
series expansion obtained by expanding sin(Kx) and cos(Kx) in Eqn.23:
u(x,0)=f04-fi E
( nl
X11-1COS°+-11-1Sinej
11n-1)1
Li 11-1
n!
ii(x,0)=f1 E[-cosex
(n-1)1
Sine'
where n=1,3,5,...,N.
(28)
Substitution of the trigonometric series, enables the isolation of nonlinear terms
and identification of the controlling parameters governing the response in the following
system representation:
where
a =y
y = rvx,e) F2(x,y,e)
=
(29)
FA,e) =[B1 + lye)] x' (30)
F2(x,y,13) = E r1 yt + [EAi(e)x']y (31)
and 1=0,1,2,3,...,L
[see Appendix (A.1) for parameter detail (L=3)].31
Note that F1(1=0) contributes a bias (Bo cc fo2,f12) and an external excitation
iic0(0)cc cos(j0+0;) ;j =1,2] whereas both F1(1 z 1) and F2(1_ 0) include parametric
excitation EEKI(0)3(1 and EA,(0)yx1 where K(0) and A(0) cc cos(j0+01) ;j =1,2]. The bias
and parametric excitation are functions of both current (c) cc U0) and waves (f1 cc Ica)
and their governing mechanisms can be identified in both drag (FD: u; u; in Eqn.21) and
inertial (F1: u du/dx in Eqn.22) components of the exciting force.
The governing system nonlinearities (L=3) are quadratic (x2,xy,y2) and cubic
(x3). Furthermore, even the linearized mooring system (al =1, an,1= 0) when subjected
to small excitation (cosx -1, sinx -'x) retains the quadratic nonlinearities (y2,xy) and the
biased combined external and parametric excitation. The biased combined parametric
and external excitation include leading order terms from both drag [0(fo2+ fi2/2),
pr, V(fo2+f12)]and inertial Dico2Kf12, Aco2Kf1(f0+ 1), pcco2fAK 2+ 1)] exciting forces.
Comparison of weakly nonlinear quadratic and equivalently linearized damping functions
(e.g. Nayfeh and Mook, 1979) reveals that their rates of decay are proportional to the
square of the amplitude of the initial disturbance and to the amplitude itself respectively.
Consequently, the bias and parametric excitation can only be neglected (e.g. by
equivalent linearization) for very small hydrodynamic excitation. A bias and parametric
excitation have been found to be a precursor of symmetry breaking leading to period
doubling and a generating mechanism for system instabilities even for small amplitude
response (Salam and Sastry, 1985; Miles, 1988). Thus, the mooring system is shown
to be a coupled nonlinear parametrically excited system and is expected to exhibit
complex dynamics (Troger and Hsu, 1977) and chaotic motions (HaQuang et al., 1987).32
2.3 Integrability and Global Attraction
The system (Eqn.11) does not have any fixed points in seven-dimensional space
(x,y,0) because dOldt=co. However, a unique equilibrium position [(x,y)e=0] in six-
dimensional space (x,y) can be determined via the associated integrable Hamiltonian
system which yields an elliptic phase space described by the invariant Hamiltonian
energy depicted (in any choice of two dimensions) by stable centers (Fig.5c).
1/222\
11(xpxyxs,Y1J3,Y5)2 VI +Y3 +Y5 ) + V(x1x3,x5) (32)
Investigation of the structurally damped [Eqn.12: 7 00, 7=(71,73)1 unforced
system (Eqn.12: FD1,3 ="Fii,3 =0) by local stability analysis is performed by linearizing
the system about the unique equilibrium position (fixed point) at the origin [(x,y),=0].
The associated linearized system [or vector field: dz/dt=A z where z=(x-xy-ye) and
A is the derivative matrix of -R(x)-1y from Eqn.12 evaluated at (x,y)e] is structurally
(asymptotically) stable if all the eigenvalues of the describing matrix (A) have negative
real parts. Consequently, the equilibrium solution (x,y)=(x,y)e of the nonlinear vector
field is asymptotically stable. The following characteristic equation describes linearized
vector field of the system (Eqn.12: 7 * 0, FD1,3 = F11,3 =0) about the fixed point
Rx1,x3,Y1,Y3).=
where
(0,0,0,0)]:
a4X4 +a3X3 + a2X2 +a1 X +a0= 0 (33)33
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Fig.5 Hamiltoniansystem: a) restoring force, b)potential, c) phase planea4a 1
a3= -yi +'Y3
a27173+a[2+a_27.
2 2+/3
(1 +132)3/2
Q. =
1aI(1 +0.)1,1+'y3
(1 +12)71
(1 El 27(2+02)+[443)3/2 227;".
(1 +02)3/2
1 +132
a0 =a2
-
According to the Hurwitz criterion (e.g. Schmidt and Tondl, 1986), the linear
vector field near the origin is structurally stable [X, (i=1,..,4) have negative real parts]
if and only if the coefficients a, (i =09..94) and the following determinants (D1,2) are
always positive.
34
(34)
DI =
a3a1a2
D2=
Evaluation of the determinants results in the following:
a310
a1 a2a3
0at,a1
DI(Y1 +.13)Y1Y3 + a[Yi +(1+a)Y31 -2a vy1+(1+P2) 3
(1 + r32)3/2
D2a(Y1"0173{[(1+0)Y1-13]-2v(1+P2)
+
2Y1"31
(1132)3/2
1 +a2(y2i +y3) 2 2+a + 022r
(1 + 112)3r21 + 02
1 + a2 [1[1+4 1 +0 4.0. p2+132 1+4
(1 + p2)3/2 /1+ p2)3
(35)
(36)35
Investigation of the coefficients and determinants is done by introducing the pretension
constraint 2r 5 V(1 +132) (i.e. 1,510). The resulting inequalities show that the vector
field is structurally stable throughout parameter space (a,fl,r,a,71,3) with the exception
of a neutrally buoyant (a=0), taut (r =1/2) right angle mooring configuration ((3 =0)
which reveals a higher order degeneracy.
Excitation of the system by a weak horizontal current alone (Eqns.19-23: f00,
f1 =0) creates a bias or shift in the location of the unique equilibrium position
[(x,y)e=(xe,0) where R(x,)=5 1 '0 and (3' =1/2pCDAp/Md, f '0=U0/d] but does not change
system stability.An increase in current magnitude reveals the existence of two
additional fixed points [(x,y)e = (x,1,0), i=1,2,3 where xei > xa >x,3]. Stability of these
fixed points (i=1,2,3) is characterized by the eigenvalues (X12)1 of the characteristic
equation derived from the associated linearized system: X2-p1X+qi=0,where p, and qi
are the trace and determinant of the derivative matrix (evaluated for each fixed point i)
respectively (e.g. Jordan & Smith, 1987):
where
pi =
(I; = a
(37)
_21_ (piVpi2 )
7245' fi;< 0
(38)
1-3/2r
]-3121] [141+0 +xciri+11 +0xcir
Substitution of xd into qi reveals three coexisting hyperbolic fixed points: two sinks
(p" < 0, q" > 0) separated by a saddle (q2 <0).36
Application of Bendixson's criterion [Guckenheimer and Holmes,1986:
B=afilax+away wheredx/dt = fi(x,y,t), dy/dt=f2(x,y,t)]reveals that the phase plane
(x,y) of the biased system cannot contain limit cycles (B0 and does not change sign):
B(x,y)=-(7 +26 If0 -yI )< 0 (39)
Furthermore, no homoclinic loops can occur as there is only one possible saddle point
(xc2,0) in the plane and the stable and unstable manifolds of this saddle cannot intersect.
However, with the addition of harmonic wave excitation the hyperbolic fixed
points (sinks, saddle) become hyperbolic closed orbits (stable and unstable limit cycles).
Although the stable limit cycle loses the circularity of the sink, it is anticipated by the
invariant manifold theorem to retain its stable characteristics for small excitation
(Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986).In order to validate and quantify the qualitative
results of local analysis, global stability of the system is performed by a Liapunov
function approach (e.g. Hagedorn, 1978).
For the undamped (Hamiltonian) system, a weak Liapunov function L(x,y) with
L(0,0)=0 at (x,y)e=(0,0), anddlidt -=-0, can be found by adding a constant term
[2a71/(1+02)] to the Hamiltonian energy [H(x,y)=1/2y2+ V(x) where V(x) is in Eqn.27].
Thus, the origin is neutrally stable.
Modification of L(x,y) to account for damping defines the following:
L(x,y) =c+V(x) +2ar 1 41[32+v[xy4-7x21
and
(40)L(x,y)=yy+ddx
V(x)
x
(y i +xy +5xt)
=v [a x R(x)](6v) y2
37
(41)
Choosing v in Eqns.40,41 sufficiently small (0 < v < y) results in a globally stable
unforced system where L(x,y) positive definite and dLIdt0.
The characteristics of the biased system with current alone remain unchanged.
The biased system describes a quasi-statically formulated single-degree-of-freedom
mooring system. Consequently, this result implies the existence of an attractive set for
multi-point mooring systems driven by steady excitation representative of superimposed
constant forcing.
In order to confirm global stability of the harmonically excited system,
differentiation of the Liapunov function is performed along solution curves of the forced
system (Holmes, 1979):
L = -v xR(x)(3v) y2 + (fofi sin0) (v x + y)
-vxR(x) -(S -0 y 2+ I vfox I4- KY I + i vfix 1 + IiiY I
(42)
Thus, for small fo and fl, and in the neighborhood of (x,y)=(0,0), solutions of
the system remain bounded (dL /dt__0), and the limit cycles are globally stable for small
excitation.Strong excitation and coexistence of solutions will be addressed by local
stability analysis in the following chapters.38
3. STABILITY AND THE POINCARE MAP
In order to evaluate the stability of system response under larger excitation, it is
convenient to consider system response in the context of the Poincare map where the
solution is stroboscopically sampled at each forcing period (T=27/0). By employing
the averaging theorem (Sanders and Verhulst, 1985), hyperbolic fixed points of the
resulting system will correspond to periodic orbits of the forcing period.Following
Wiggins (1990), consider the following vector field which posses an unperturbed (E =0)
solution that is periodic in t with frequency coo:
lc = y
y = AI x + EG(x,y,t;E)
(43)
By assuming a near resonance relationship (nw az mcoo) and time dependent initial
conditions [xo(t),Yo(t)], the approximate solution to Eqn.43 can be formulated:
x(t) = xo(t)cosf- wt + yo(t) m sin 11 w t
m no)m
y(t) = -xo(t)n
m m
w sinncut + yo(t) cos
m
n wt
where xo(t) and yo(t) are periodic with period 21-1w.
(44)
Let r be a resonance ratio r =n/m where n,m are relatively prime integers (i.e.
all common factors have been divided out). In the case of near primary resonance: r=1
(m=n =1), the solution returns to its starting point on the Poincare map whereas in the
case of near secondary resonance: r*1 (m,n > 1), three subcases areidentified:39
i) subharmonic of order m (r= 1/m: n =1,m > 1)the solution pierces the Poincare cross
section m times before returning to its starting point and the fixed point of the averaged
system corresponds to a period m point of the Poincare map.
ii) ultraharmonic of order n (r=n: n > 1,m= 1)the solution returns to its starting point
and a fixed point of the averaged system corresponds to a point of the Poincare map.
iii) ultrasubharmonic of order m,n (r=n/m: n> 1, m> 1) - hyperbolic fixed points of
the averaged equation correspond to period m points of the Poincare map.
Section 3.1describes the formulation of the averaged system andits
transformation to a perturbed Hamiltonian system. The transformed system includes an
unperturbed potential function consisting of the averaged restoring force and the inertial
exciting force whereas the perturbation consists of the hydrodynamic drag force
complemented by structural damping. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe stability analysis
of the primary and secondary resonances and section 3.4 includes some geometric
properties of resonant and nonresonant nonlinear solutions. Numerical simulations of
the system (see details in Appendix B) verify the results obtained by stability analysis
of the map and depict solutions in phase space (x,y), Poincard map (Xp,Yp) and power
spectrum [S(w)]. The subharmonic and ultrasubharmonic solutions are portrayed by a
finite set of m points in the Poincare map whereas the order of the solution is that of the
peak with the largest energy content in the power spectra. Note that the map does not
identify an ultraharmonic and the spectra does not always discern between close
ultrasubharmonics.Consequently, both the Poincare map and the power spectra are
needed to resolve the question of solution identity.40
3.1 The Averaged System
We prepare our system (Eqn.19) for averaging by rewriting the restoring force
as an odd polynomial by a least square approximation: R(x)= Ea1x', 1=1,3,..,L. This
representation enables the formulation of a detuning parameter:
2
ea/ = cueinal (45)
denoting the nearness to primary (r=1: m=n=1) and secondary (r*l: m > 1, n > 1)
resonances by identificationof a fundamental linearnaturalfrequency Val.
Furthermore, as first order averaging precludes a bias, the hydrodynamic excitation is
simplified to harmonic wave representation (f0=0: u=ficos0, Fi=pcci-u).Thus, the
system can be put in standard form for averaging (Sanders & Verhulst, 1985):
dq/d0 = F(q) + EG(q) where e< <1 [F = (F1(q) ,F2(q))T, G = (GI (q , 0), G2(q,0))11 .
The following invertible van der Pol transformation is applied to the system
A=
A' =
U x
=A
cos-. 0 m sin10
m no)m
mcosn 0
m nc m
cosn
m
_conn
mm
resulting in the following transformed system:
-sm-0
m
nn -cocos-0
mm
(46)sin 2-10
[R(u,v,0)+C(u,v,0)+FD(u,v,0)+Ft(0)]
com
cosn 0
m
41
(47)
where
R(u,v,0)=0/ucosn 0 -vsinn01
(48)
n
2 L
E
n 1+2
ucos 0-vsinL
m m
1+2
C(u,v,0) =mco 7usmn u +vcosn 01 (49)
FD(u,v,0) =AY{-111ficos0 +usin10+ vcos01
m m n (50)
in fi cos0 +usinn 0 +vcosnI
2
F/(0) [ 111 W2/1sin° (51)
and cen+2 = 0 'n+2= e7' , 3 = E3-=Ef:
Averaging of the transformed system (Eqn.47 with L=3 in Eqn.48) over 2mr/n
(T=27/0)) results in the following autonomous system:
en U nIs (u V) 2 f
I
[91 S(U,V)[viMT IC(U
r /
O
where
(52)S(u,v) =
3fr -
4
m ,co 7
n
I
2
A init2 ot3ku +v /
n
Ic(u,v)
2--ar
in
2
-0/ 4' 3[ niCi3$2+V2)
4n
1
FD(u,v,0)
m ,
co -y
n
sin2 0
m
cosn
0
m
d0
and8,3 is the Kronecker delta function: 30=1 for r=1 and 80=0 for r* 1.
42
(53)
(54)
Note that the Kronecker delta function determines the existence of an averaged forcing
term near primary resonance (r=1: n =m =1).Consequently, secondary resonances
(r1: n,m > 1) are not excited by the averaged inertial forcing.
By employing the following nonlinear polar transformation (e.g. Meirovitch, 1970):
J = 'h(u2 +v2)and(I)=tan-1(v/u),
the averaged system (Eqn.52) can be written as a perturbed (0 < 1) Hamiltonian system:
dq1d0=F(q)+M(q,0) where q=(J,(I))T.The potential function (F) consists of the
averaged mooring restoring force excited near primary resonance by an averaged inertial
force, whereas the damping perturbation (G) includes the averaged drag force
complemented by structural damping. This transformation is invertible and can be made
in any region containing an elliptic center that is filled with a continuous family of
periodic orbits (Arnold, 1978). Note that (J,(11) are equivalent action angle coordinates
of the integrable averaged system. Thus, Eqns.52-54 are transformed to the following:where
and
+ a*
4)F1 2(J,4) ) G2(J,4))
F1(J,$) = 50 ft'IF/ coscl,
fle sinc1)
F2(J,4)) = -0* +a; (2J) -bra
F.T
G1(J,4) = -'y(2J) -1/2-1 [Is(J,,D)cos cis +Ic(J,4 0)sincl)]
Is(J,cD)cosS -Ic(J,,k)sincl)
1,51
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.
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(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)44
Thissystem(Eqn.55)consistsofanintegrablepotentialfunction
[F=(F1(q),F2(q))T] perturbed by a damping mechanism [G=(Gi(q,0),G2(q,0))11, where
there exists an invariant quantity (Hamiltonian energy) H(q) such that F1(q)=OH(q)/a4'
and F2(q)=-afliaJ. The Hamiltonian energy of the averaged system (Eqn.55, 6*=0) can
be found by integrating Eqn.56:
H (J,40 = Os J -a; J2+30 fl' %/J sin 4) (61)
Note that orbits with H=0 have discontinuites at (J,(1))=(0,0) and (J,(1))=(0,7r).
The structure of the averaged Hamiltonian system (Fig.6) is described by the
stability characteristics (e.g. Wiggins, 1990) of its fixed points [(J1,4'9e=(j1,(A); i= 1,2,3]
which are found from dq/dt=0 (Eqn.55, (5.=0).The fixed points are the roots
[F(j1,0)=0: Eqn.56] of the following equations:
2 2
(2j(2j1)32 (2j1)2 +{ i
a3 ct3 cv3
cos (ki = 0
(62)
The structure of near secondary resonance response (r1) is always characterized by
a unique center [(J1,4)1)e=(1/20*/a3*,01)] whereas the structure of the solution near
primary resonance (r=1) consists of either unique centers [(J1,4)1).=(j1,01)] or of two
coexisting centers [(J1,3,4)1,31,3)e = (jior/2) and (j3,37/2)] separated by a hyperbolic saddle
[(J2,4)2).=(j2,31./2)].The primary resonance structure defines a classical jump
bifurcation set where existence of unique (f1>)32') or coexisting centers (fl < 024) is
defined in parameter space by the following bifurcation value:1.00
_
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t
1
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(63)
Note that for the linearized mooring system (a3=0) there exists a unique center
[(J1,49,=(1/2(fis/f1s)2,T/2)], which is identical to the anticipated response of a linear
harmonically excited, undamped oscillator.
3.2 Primary Resonance
Stability of the averaged system near primary resonance (r=1) is performed
analytically by characterization of the system's fixed points where the damping
perturbation [G(J,4)): Eqn.57] can be integrated in closed form. Therefore, the system
(Eqns.55-60) near primary resonance reduces to the following:
F 2(J,)
+
G2(J,c1))
where
FI(J,(1))= cos
F2(7,4)) = + as (2J)
fl* sin 4)
Gi(J,4)) = -7*(27)
3
2r.1 sin4)+(27)[(27)+fo 2rsin4)]
ficoscl)
G2(7,4) = fl +2folIfsin4) + (27)
(64)
(65)
(66)47
The fixed points [(Ji,c19e=(j 'i,s0')] of the averaged system (Eqn.64: dqldt=0)
are the roots of F(j 'i,d)')+6.G(j') =O. Stability of the fixed points is characterized
by solution of a standard eigenfunction: V-piX+qi=0, where p, and qi are the trace and
determinant of the derivative matrix (evaluated for each fixed point i), respectively.
Asymptotic stability is defined by negative real parts of the derivative matrix (e.g.
Jordan & Smith, 1987). For small values of (5. we assume a perturbed solution form to
the averaged near resonance system (Eqn.64):
. .
Ji = Ji + Li
(01 = +1
(67)
where (ji,(P) are solutions (i=1,2,3) to the Hamiltonian system (Eqn.64: b*=0) and (ei,
n) are 0(5.).
Stability of the perturbed fixed points (j') is then obtained by evaluation of
the eigenfunction coefficients to 0(Y):
where
Pi = -7 -4 a.ilri01 'of)
qi =[SI' -a; (2.0] {11* -3a; (2j1/)]
1- _88. ri(:,Of ) fi+I/27j: sine
cosOf
3 1 2j: rio:,oi )
=fi +2f12j;' +(2j11)
(68)
(69)48
Substitution of (Eqn.6'7) into F(j ';,4) ')+YG(j') (Eqns.65,66) and their
expansion in a Taylor series for functions of two variables results in the following values
of(Ei,n)to 0(6):
Ej=0
46'1[(fi+Fii)2 n -y i[57-1.
(70)
where the upper choice of sign (+ in ±) refers to i=1 and the lower choice of sign
(- in +) refers to i=2 and i=3.
But as sin4±-cosh +niand asniis of 0(.5*), stability of the system fixed
points is found to be governed by the following coefficients:
pi = --y4(5* (fl
qi = [0 -a; (2j)] [Os -3«; (2j)]
(71)
Consequently, (j 'DO '1) and (j '390'3)are hyperbolic sinks (q1,3 > 0) and (j '2,4) '2) remains
a hyperbolic saddle(q2< 0).While (j 'DO '1) is always an attractor (pi <0), (j'390 '3)
exists only in limited parameter space (f1<(2) defined by the following bifurcation
value:
aP2(,)2- al Ir CO7
Nc =.7a3 4 p,
(72)49
Furthermore, coexistence of attractors (j '1,345'1,3) will only occur for stable values of
(j '34 '3) [p3 < 0: (f1+ 1/27)2 < (2j3) < (073«3*)] and is controllable by the magnitude
of the relative damping, 7* (Fig.7). This result is verified by numerical simulation of
the system (Eqn.19) resulting in two coexisting attractors (Fig.8) for two sets of initial
conditions. Note the symmetric shape of the phase plane and lack of significant bias for
the parameter set chosen for this figure from Eqn.71. The power spectra depicts the
nonlinear harmonic content of the solution and the lack of bias can be seen by the value
of Sx(0).Thus, stability analysis of the Poincare map, portrayed by the perturbed
averaged system near primary resonance, ensures global attraction for larger excitation
values and describes conditions for coexistence of solutions in the system.
3.3 Secondary Resonances
Stability of the averaged system near secondary resonances r=1 [r=n/m:
subharmonic (r =1/m: n=1, m> 1), ultraharmonic (r=n: n> 1, m=1), ultrasubharmonic
(r=n/m: n,m > 1)], can be performed by numerically evaluating the system's fixed
points.In order to obtain approximate analytical stability criteria, limiting upper and
lower bounds of the nonlinear viscous drag component are calculated. Substituting the
averaged relative motion term [D(J,(13,0) Eqn.59 obtained from the drag force in Eqn.50]
with its upper ( IV(2J)sin(nO/m+4)) I) and lower ( I minfcos0 I ) values enables a closed
form evaluation of the damping perturbation [GUS: Eqn.57] for limiting values of the
drag integral [Is,c0,49: Eqn.58]. The upper (GU) and lower bounds (GL) of the1.00 7
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damping perturbation correspond to assumptions on the magnitude of system response
(1/2J) with respect to the magnitude of the exciting hydrodynamic motion (1 u I oc f1).
The lower bound (GL) is valid for small amplitude motions (V2J < <mfl/n) and is
representative of drag equivalent linearization techniques [FD cc(U-dX/dt) I UI in
Eqn.5], whereas the upper bound (Gil) is valid for large motions (1/2J> > mfi/n)
corresponding to near resonant responses [FD cc (U-dX/dt)1dX/dt 1 ]. The choice of the
upper bound is consistent with the averaging theorem as near resonance conditions were
defined previously by the detuning parameter (E,qn.45). Therefore, the system (Eqns.
55-60) near secondary resonances is the following:
where
and
I
a'
4, F 2(J ,4)) G2(J ,c1) )
F1(J,4))=0
F2(J,4')=-0* +a;(2J)
G1 (J,4')=( 7 * +f1 )(2J)
G2 (J ,4) )=0
GI' (J, 4) )=7 (27)
+ °M ai +I)
G112 (7,4)) =kr2i+i)
-4n(243/2
3m
14n2 f1 (2J) sin in-clo
m2-4n2 n
I2n2f
1cosm 4)
Im2-4n2 n
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
oni,(2.fro is the Kronecker delta function: omai.")=1 for m=2j +1 and omai+1)=0
for m * 2j +1, where m is the order of subharmonic and j =1,2,3,...,753
Note that the Kronecker delta function determines the existence of additional damping
components for odd subharmonics and ultrasubharmonics in Gu (Eqn.76).
The fixed points [(Ji,40e=(j ; i=1,2,3,4] of the averaged near secondary
resonance system (Eqns.73) with the upper bound damping perturbation (GU) for odd
valuesof ultrasubharmonics(m =2j +1:3,;,/ =1inEqn.76)aretheroots
[F(j')+.3*Gu(j')=0] of the following equations:
2
2 3'
fci
m -0*
2 (21' )
3 a3 3 n (a; )2
a' I
4n a33 i
2
7
2
[a3. a
2n2 2
= 0 (77)
a3
7)
sin in =
n
[ m2-4n21[[ 3mi
3mn 4n
Note that the near secondary resonance system (Eqn.73) with the lower bound damping
perturbation (GL: Eqn.75) and the upper bound damping perturbation (Gy: Eqn.76) for
even values of ultrasubharmonics (m2j +1: 3,;+/ =0 in Eqn.76) does not reveal
existence of fixed points to 0(5") [F(j 'i,c/)')+3*Gu(j')0] and higher order
averaging is required to determine existence of ultrasubharmonic solutions for these
conditions.
Stability of the fixed points determined by Eqn.77 (j ';,4';) is characterized by
the following coefficients evaluated for each fixed point i, respectively:m
2 2 m2+2n2s.
2n 3n m
qi = (2a3)2 (211)2 +[2[ -3-2 osi-40'ad(2Ji) +
m
70
.
Ta
54
(78)
The structure of the averaged subharmonic system for very small values of structural
damping (7 < <a< 1) can be described (Fig.9: n/m =1/3) by a saddle-node bifurcation
as there exist to OM four possible roots to (Eqn.77) for the following bifurcation value
(f > )3.$):
13s=m2-4n2 o'
3n2 (133a3
(79)
Therefore, the fixed points [(j i =1,..,4] are hyperbolic saddles (q" <0) and
attractors (p2,4< 0, C12,4> 0).Furthermore, the linearized system (a1,1=0) reveals
existence of two roots [(j'); i=1,2 in Eqn.77 where «3=0] which are a stable
attractor (p1 < 0, ql > 0) and a saddle (q2 < 0) for the following bifurcation value (f>13,$):
0.1m2-4n2 G"
2n2 8«
(80)
Note in Fig.9 the narrow domain of existence for the subharmonic solution (n/m= 1/3)
of the linearized system versus that with the nonlinear restoring force.55
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Numerical simulations of the system (Eqn.19) verify the existence of secondary
resonant responses for the values predicted above (Eqn.78).Examples are a
subharmonic solution (Fig.10: n/m =1/3) and an ultrasubharmonic solution (Fig.11:
n/m =7/5). Note the number of Poincare points describing the order of subharmonic
(Fig.10a: m=3) and the periodicity of the ultrasubharmonic (Fig.11a: m=5) and the
peak with the largest energy content in the power spectra of both subharmonic and
ultrasubharmonic solutions (Fig.10.b: co.= co/3 and Fig.11.b: w.,=7(0/5).The
predictions are sensitive to the order of the initial system approximation (Eqn.45) and
higher order averaging (Sanders and Verhulst, 1985) is needed to accurately describe
large amplitude ultraharmonic and ultrasubharmonic solutions.
The near secondary resonant system exhibits both symmetric (Eqn.74, Eqn.76:
n,m odd) and unsymmetric (Eqn.76: n,m even) nonlinear properties associated with the
nonlinear properties of the drag perturbation. Note that unsymmetric system solution
forms are (x,y,0), (x,y,O+mir/nw) whereas symmetric forms are(x,y,0),( -x,-
y,O+nrir/m0). Therefore, unsymmetric system solutions are portrayed by unsymmetric
phase planes (Fig.12a,b: n/m =4/5) whereas symmetric solutions reveal self-similarity
in the solutions (Fig.12.c), [x(0),y(0)=-x(0+mT/nco),-y(mir/nw)] or multiple coexisting
unsymmetric solutions differing by initial conditions (Fig.12,a,b).Thus, stability
analysis of the Poincare map define conditions for coexistence of periodic solutions near
secondary resonances.57
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4. LOCAL BIFURCATIONS
In order to investigate the stability of solutions which are not necessarily near
resonance, a local variational approach is employed.This consists of perturbing an
approximate system solution and evaluating its stability by analysis of the general Hill's
system which is obtained after linearization of the corresponding variational. Due to the
algebraic complexity of the geometric and quadratic drag nonlinearities, the approximate
solution is obtained by the method of harmonic balance (Hayashi, 1964). The solution
is formulated to account for the bias and even harmonic components induced by the
hydrodynamic nonlinearity.Stability regions of the (m/n)T periodic solution are
identified by Floquet theory (e.g. loos and Joseph, 1981). The first corresponds to the
resonant tangent bifurcations which were found by generalized averaging in the previous
chapter. The second consists of a symmetry breaking or period doubling bifurcations.
The accuracy of the approximate analytical regions is verified by numerical calculation
of the eigenvalues (Floquet multipliers) of the monodromy matrix associated with the
fundamental solution of the linearized variational equation (Nayfeh and Sanchez, 1989).
Numerical simulations of system response (see detail in Appendix B) verify the
harmonic balance approximations and validates results obtained by local stability
analysis.The results are portrayed by phase planes describing loss of symmetry of
ultraharmonic solutions, Poincare maps of period doubled ultrasubharmonic and
subharmonic solutions and power spectra which display the nonlinear harmonic content
of the response.61
4.1 Periodic Solutions
An approximate system solution can be obtained by a variety of methods (e.g.
Nayfeh and Mook, 1979) but the method of harmonic balance (Hayashi, 1964) is chosen
in order to account for the even harmonics which are induced by to the bias created by
the nonlinear viscous drag and convective inertial forces.Thus, the following
approximate solution form is assumed:
X0n
m
YO n
or A0n +
m
IV - -
I
I
nCOS(
m
I
E i A.nsin(1 i m
n i n 0 + '11i
i 210 + n
n1
(81)
where Arx,0,AK,ilm),Ifio,ho are solution amplitudes and phases,I is the order of
approximation (i =1,2,3,...,1) and n/m is the order of ultrasubharmonic.
The unknown amplitudes and phases are obtained by substitution of the
approximate solution (Eqn.81) into the system (Eqn.19), squaring the resultant equation
and comparing terms of equal harmonic order. Thus, the system is transferred into a
finite nonlinear set of algebraic equations:
Si ( Ao,Ai, =0 (82)
where j =1,2,3,...,21+162
[see Appendix A.2 for detail (Si: j =1,2,3; n=m=1)].
The following is an example low order (1=1) set for the limiting case of a
system characterized by a taut [r=1/2V(1+132)] mooring restoring force excited by a
harmonic hydrodynamic exciting force obtained by linearization of the drag force for
small amplitude wave kinematics [FDI=(8/37)0f1(f-Y/w), F1=-Aco2f1sin0].
where
Ao = 0
[
]320-0 A:--flAisiniri+2a(1 +02)112(ficosiri -y' wAi)= 0
1Al71.3 [(0)20 -(02)A1-fisinirir+71.ficosifi--y ' cuA1) +
1 / \2 cv2
1 0
+cot4-colAi -fisinid [1+02+4 Ai 0
w20 = a/V(1+02),7* = y + 8/.45f1/37co
}
(83)
Solution of the set with an iterative Newton-Raphson procedure yields a
frequency response relationship (w-Ah,i). An unsymmetric solution includes even and
odd harmonics [x0(0),y0(0)x0(0+mir/n),y0(0+mir/n); period =27 (T=27/(0)] whereas
a symmetric solution consists of only odd harmonics.
A low order solution (I=1) for a linearized mooring system (0=10 or a,1=0)
or for a weakly nonlinear small angle mooring configuration, results in the anticipated
amplitudes and phase of a biased linear oscillator:Ao =
al Ti
(f12+2fiAisin,lri
2 r
A CO A =
\kali,0)2+(y14)2
[ if=tan-1"2 i
7 co
63
(84)
Note that the bias, Ao is identified by the drag parameter to this order of approximation.
Numerical simulation of a taut system [r=1/2V(1+132)] excited by a linearized
hydrodynamic exciting force [FD =(8/37)/.45(u-y/c0) u,F1=-/.4(.02du/d0; u =fo-fisin0] were
performed using Runge-Kutta integration schemes (see Appendix B). Error control was
achieved via the passage of the response through the exact fixed equilibrium point. The
results for the 2ir periodic response (n=m=1) show good agreement with low order
approximations under wave and current excitation [1=1: x0=A0+A1cos(0+4/1)] and
under wave excitation alone [1=1: x0=Alcos(0+4(1)].The low order (one term)
approximation of a four-point system under wave excitation is sufficient for a large
range of parameter conditions particularly for 3..1, however, more terms are needed
to correctly model the response of a two-point system (0=0), near the primary
resonance and in the low frequency secondary resonance range (Fig.13).It should be
noted that the application of harmonic balance to strong nonlinear systems requires the
calculation of an error term (e.g. ratio of amplitude norm of two consecutive
approximations: E A2k / E A2K+1 ) in order to determine solution convergence. The
sensitivity of the approximate solution to the order of the approximation is similar to that
of the Duffing equation without a linear term (Rahman and Burton, 1986).64
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4.2 Hill's Variational System
Local stability is determined by considering a perturbed solution (x(0),y(0))
where (x0(0), MOD is an approximate solution and OM, n(0)) is a small variation.
x(9) = x0(0) +(0)
y(o) = yo(o) = n(e)
(85)
Substituting the solution x(0),y(0) (Eqn.85) into the equations of motion (Eqn.19)
and simplifying the resulting equation, leads to the following nonlinear variational
equation:
where
D( ,n)
i =17
il = D(e,71; xo,Y0) + E(e,71; xo,Yd
= 7 '1
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[[u 7):, 1U,[110 o Y°I/]} U
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(87)
(88)u = fo +fIcos[x(xo +e)-0] ; uo = u(E =0)
u = (1-0)fisink(xo +0-0] ; u(!,, =ui(e,n =0)
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(89)
Linearizing Eqns.87,88 yields the following first order linear ordinary differential
system with periodic coefficient functions 111,2[3(0(0),Y40] =1-11,2[3(0(0+27),Y0(0+27)]:
where
=
=(xo,y0) H2(xo,Yo)
,
1110-Lo+p,c2K[
11+ +[110
Yo
Uol 1
CO w CO
H2 = -a[1-7.111+03 +x0a3/2 +[1 +(3-x0)21-3/211
2 ta Ku0 WOIup +µw2 K2 fro-f0)[71c-(uo-Yo)
/ 2 + U 0
(90)
(91)
(92)
Substituting the approximate solution (Eqn.81) in Eqns.91,92 and expanding 111,2(xo,Y0)
in a Fourier series [111,2(0)] leads to the following generalized Hill's variational equation:
= 17
= Hi (0)
where H1,2 are calculated from the following:
H1 = Z0
m+E ncos)
+ H2(0)
jn 0 I
E
+sjzi sinjn-11 0
(93)
(94)and
H2 = E rcin cos[jn0+n sin[ja0 sj
in
1
j
(Ecorq); (tspili) are Fourier coefficients calculated from H1,2:
rCja=17
7
1
cos{j n 01d0
sin[j 11 01d0
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(95)
(96)
Note that the approximation of the periodic coefficient x0 (see Eqn.92) by the Fourier
series is sensitive to the degree of geometric nonlinearity a (Fig.14).Isolation of the
contribution of the restoring force to the Hill's equation (via u= ficos0 for small
amplitude waves: K=0 in Eqn.92) reveals that both H2(xo) and H2(0) retain a singularity
at H2(xo =0) =02(1+02x-3/2)and for values of x0> T, H2(x() is asymptotic to1/(1 +02) (see
Fig.14).
An example of a low order (J=1) 27 periodic Hill's system (m=n=1) for a
limiting taut system excited by a nonlinear drag and harmonic inertial force is the
following:
=
= Hl (0) ,7 + H2(0) e
where
(97)68
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(98)
(99)
(100)
Note that H1 portrays both linear structural damping and nonlinear drag whereas H2
identifies contributions from the equivalent linear (a1 in ro and cubic (a3 in r0,1,2)
coefficients of the restoring force.
4.3 Symmetry, Period Doubling and Tangent Bifurcations
The particular solution to (Eqn.93) is e=exp(v0)Z(0).Application of Floquet
theory (loos and Joseph,1981) yields two solution forms: Z(0)=Z(0+27m/n),
Z(0) =Z(0+47m/n), which are due to the odd and even terms in (Eqn.81) respectively.
Thus, two unstable regions are defined.The first unstable region, corresponding to
Z(0)=Z(0+22rm/n), is identified by the even terms (e.g. j=2,4,6,...) in (Eqns.94,95)
and coincides with the vertical tangent points defining primary (n =m=1) or secondary
(n,m*1) resonance on the frequency response curve.The second unstable region,70
corresponding to Z(0) =Z(0+4wm/n), is identified by the odd terms (e.g. j =1,3,5,....)
and reveals an additional instability which consists of a period doubled solution.
The boundaries of the unstable regions can be obtained by assuming the
following solution forms to the Hill's variational equation (Eqn.93) and applying the
method of harmonic balance at the stability limit (v=0).
[2101= e0 n+E m
E 02m
e. n COS n n 0+ 11/J .
m 111
e. ncos[j n 0 +0. n
2m
m(101)
Z[0+ 27
z0
(102)
n
The condition for a non-zero solution to Eqn.93 results in a determinant
WO) =0] from which two hyperbolic stability curves defining the unstable primary and
secondary resonance regions [A(0) < 0 for v >0] are obtained.Intersection of the
approximate stability curves with the frequency response curve define, in parameter
space, the domain of stability loss of the 2mw/n periodic solution. The first stability
region is obtained by the first solution form (Eqn.101: j =2):
A
where
n
rC1 n
rsi n
1 n
sc7n.2csizn
n
0 2116
e
S2ii
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2c271
1S +n
2
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n n w
n 2 C2z.
Air n
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(103)wo'ron-[ncA)m
1 1
W21 = 2(rC214 +rS221) W22 =(t.C2 n32n)
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(104)
This region is identified by a tangent (saddle-node) bifurcation and corresponds to the
bifurcation values obtained by generalized averaging in chapter 3 for primary (Eqn.71)
and secondary (Eqn.78) near resonant solutions. The second stability region is obtained
by the period doubled solution form (Eqn.102):
A =
n co 1 21
si_ m2+2rc 1 . :4mn c°4 t8 [
m
n CO kn co, 1
ro:
,.
si --c n +---c 2 os4 ci11 +-S2 i.z.
n co n CO k 1, n2_1
11 4. ---n +s a n 0 A I_ron 2 +n 63En 2 cis4 sis mm m m m
(105)
This region is identified by pitchfork or period doubling bifurcations which describe the
transition from one to two stable solutions.The pitchfork bifurcation is caused by
symmetry loss of a symmetric [x(0)-x(0+ mir/n)] or self similar solution (Eqn.81:
A0=0, i=1,3,5,...1) whereas the period doubling bifurcation occurs for asymmetric
[x(0) =-x(0+ miln)] solutions (Eqn.81: Ao0, i = 1,2,3,...,1).
Calculation of the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix associated with the
fundamental solution of the Hill's variational system, confirms the approximate analysis
noted above (Nayfeh and Sanchez, 1988).The eigenvalues (or Floquet multipliers)
characterize the stability of the perturbed solution (1X1 < 1). Loss of stability is obtained
through saddle-node (X=1) or pitchfork (X = -1) bifurcations.The eigenvalues are72
obtained by direct numerical integration of the Hill's variational system (Eqn.93).
A low order (1=1) 27 periodic two-term solution x0(0)=A0+A1cos(0+1/1)
corresponding to excitation of a taut system by a linearized hydrodynamic exciting force
consisting of small amplitude waves and weak current depicts (Fig.15a) both tangent and
period doubled bifurcations. The primary resonance is derived from Eqn.103:
where
and
(621{a(r _21.12±
a" '20 r Z y44-2ccy2PT-11-f-a2Pd2-C17 12
CO '20 '00
7' = y + (8/37)0V(f02+fi2)
=-v(rci2+rsi2),r2 = vcrc22-1-rs22)
For the undamped system, -y =0, Eqn.106 simplifies to w 0.1/(ar0/2).
}
The second stability region is derived from the period doubled Eqn.105:
(022{ar0_7/ 2V7/ 4 _201,y, 2ro+a2e
(106)
(107)
For the undamped system, y' =0, Eqn.107 simplifies to co zeV(2ar0).
A low order symmetric solution such as x0(0) =A1cos(0+4,1), corresponding to
the response of small amplitude wave excitation (f0 =0,0), does not exhibit a period
doubling phenomenon but determines a pitchfork bifurcation in which the Z(0) = Z(0+ 7)
solution loses its stability (Fig.15b). This region is obtained from Eqn.103:73
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For the undamped system, 7 =0, Eqn.108 simplifies to co ==V(aa0/8).
The stability loss of the symmetric solution is portrayed in the emergence of a
low order unsymmetric solution x0(0)=A0+Alcos(0+4,1)+A2cos(20+42) which yields
(via Eqn.105) a period doubled solution Z(0)=Z(0+4w) similar to Eqn.106.This
period doubling is associated with the appearance of an ultrasubharmonic (n/m =3/2).
Note in Fig.15b the narrow domain of period doubling instability and the larger
amplitude (A1) of the 2.r periodic solution in the ultrasubharmonic versus subharmonic
domains.
Numerical simulations of system response at the stability limits depict the
symmetry loss which occurs at the pitchfork bifurcation (Fig.16a-d) and the transition
from a 2w periodic solution (Fig.17a, 18a) to a period doubled in both subharmonic
(Fig.17b) and ultrasubharmonic (Fig.18b) domains.
Symmetry breaking of system response (n=m=1) to excitation by small
amplitude waves (f0=0, f10) occurs with variation of exciting frequency in the
parameter space predicted by Eqn.108. Loss of symmetry is apparent in the phase plane
by the geometric shape of the response and the power spectra with the appearance of
even harmonics (Fig.16b,c).Note that the pitchfork bifurcation is defined by the
transition from and to a symmetric solution (Fig.16a,b and Fig.16c,d). Period doubling
of subharmonic response (n/m=1/2) to excitation by small amplitude waves and a weaka)
b)
c)
d)
a)
b)
C)
d)
al*
il
eo
Fig.16Symmetry loss in the unbiasedsystem
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4.0078
colinear current (fo,fi00) is predicted byEqn.107. This transitionis apparent with the
appearance of asecond Poincare pointand a high energy 47component (w/2) in the
power spectra(Fig.17b). Period doublingof an unsymmetricultrasubharmonic response
(n/m =5/2) to excitationby small amplitude waves(i.e. within the parameter spaceof
a pitchforkbifurcation) is also depictedby the complexity of the47/5 phase plane and
with the appearanceof a high energy 47/5component (5w/2) in the powerspectra
(Fig.18b).
Loss of symmetry of a27 periodic solution (n=m=1) can be viewed as aform
of dynamic symmetrybreaking (Parlitz andLauterborn, 1985) as there is nosymmetry
loss in the static caseof a single-well potential.Furthermore, recall (see chapter3) that
symmetric (n =m=1) orself-similar (n,m odd: n,m1) solutions are unique(e.g.
Figs.8,10,11,12c) and unsymmetric(n,m even, n,m .?_. 1)solutions appear in multiples
(e.g. Fig.12a,b: n/m=4/5). Therefore, thetransition from a symmetric (orself similar)
solution to an unsymmetricsolution consists of apitchfork bifurcation describingthe
emergence of twostable periodic orbits.The two coexisting partnerorbits are defined
by different initialconditions and portray inversesymmetry in the phaseplane (Fig.19).
Coexistence of two perioddoubled partner solutions(Fig.20b,d) is also a consequence
of dynamic symmetrybreaking and is portrayed byinverse symmetry in the phaseplane
whereas the power spectrais the same.Note that although coexistingsolutions (with
different initial conditions) arefound for an identical parameter space(Fig.20a-d) the
magnitude of the near secondaryresonance solutions (n,m >1: Fig20b,d) is greaterthan
that of the 27 periodic response(n =m=1: Fig.20a).79
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Analysis of the Hill's variational system (Eqns.97-99) derived for a taut system
excited by harmonic waves (f0=0) results in the following criterion for period doubling
bifurcations:
where
A(6)2){C0-(1)22i(C2c/+CL)
+sgn(G)(tc/Csu +tsiCa)-(1) 1 (t2c1 +t2s1)
a=tcicosirl-Ftsisin*, and sgn (a) denotes the sign of a.
(109)
This criterion enables the investigation of the influence of the nonlinear
hydrodynamic drag force (Fig.21a). Numerical simulations of system response at the
stability limit [Fig.22: a) n = m =1, b) n/m =1/2] reveal the transition from a 27 periodic
solution to a period doubled one depicted by the appearance of a strong bias in phase
space and even harmonics in the power spectra (Fig.22b).
The stability criterion can be simplified for a weakly nonlinear small angle
mooring configuration or for the linearized mooring system (0=10: an,1=0)
resulting in a narrower unstable region (Fig.21a: linearized restoring force).
+( A
H2V2+2fA sinT +Al
12 )k 2 2
(110)
Thus, the unstable region defining the secondary resonance is shown to be82
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Note that the stability region of the undamped system (7 ,(5=0 in Eqn.109) is defined by
the following criterion: (02.4r0-2G-c12+rs,), which is identical (to 1' order) to the
secondary resonance stability region of the Duffing equation (Szemplinska- Stupnika,
1987).
The influence of the convective hydrodynamic nonlinearity is investigated by
incorporating the complete solution in the stability criteria (Eqns.103,105).Results
(Fig.21b) confirmed by numerical simulations (Fig.23) reveal a distinct widening of the
bifurcation regions even for the linearized mooring system.Note that equivalent
linearization of drag or convective terms would not have revealed the existence of period
doubling instabilities (n/m= 1/2) and resulted only in a unique approximate 27 periodic
solution (n =m =1).a) a)
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5. GLOBAL BIFURCATIONS
Global bifurcations are defined as qualitative changes in an orbit (or solution)
structure of an extended region of phase space (e.g. Wiggins, 1988). Recall that while
system response subject to weak excitation was shown to be structurally stable (section
2.3), local analysis of nonresonant (chapter 4) and near resonance (chapter 3) system
response subject to larger excitation revealed a variety of stable and unstable coexisting
phenomena.This chapter describes motion between or among the local equilibrium
points that are not confined to a small region of the solution domain.Existence of
homoclinic orbits enable application of Melnikov's method to the perturbed averaged
system derived in chapter 3.Transverse intersections of the stable and unstable
manifolds result in a criterion for Smale horseshoe type chaos of the 27 periodic
response. This criterion is sensitive to the high frequency of the averaged system and
only estimates for the separatrix splitting of the rapidly forced system are obtained semi-
analytically.
Numerical simulations of system response reveal transient chaotic phenomena
which alternates between the two coexisting attractors.Further analysis of the period
doubling bifurcations found in chapter 4 reveals existence of a period doubling cascade.
If the sequence of period doubling bifurcations is infinite with a finite accumulation
point, the resulting motion is that of a steady state chaotic attractor with period 417/n
where 1-.co.Numerical simulation of system response confirms the semi-analytical
criteriafor period doubling cascade.While the 1/m subharmonic and n/m87
ultrasubharmonic solutions repeat after m intervals, the chaotic attractor does not,
consequently generating a fractal map. The chaotic attractor is also characterized by a
continuous spectra showing its "random like" behavior. The local transitions to and
from stable coexisting steady state solutions are also shown to be sensitive to initial
conditions. The transition is abrupt and numerical simulation of system response near
secondary resonance reveal transient chaotic phenomena (i.e. crisis, c.f. Grebogi et al.
1983) and chaotic attractors (i.e. explosions, c.f. Ueda, 1981).
5.1 Existence of Transverse Homoclinic Orbits
Analysis of the perturbed averaged system derived in section 3.1 (Eqns.55-60)
determined existence of stable and unstable hyperbolic orbits (Eqn.71). The averaged
system representing the associated Poincare map was formulated to consist of an
integrable potential function perturbed by a damping mechanism. While the structure
of the potential function was shown to be Hamiltonian (Eqn.61), the secondary
resonances were found not to be excited by the averaged inertial forcing (Eqn.56: r1:
n,m > 1). Consequently, only the phase plane of the near primary resonant Hamiltonian
system contains two coexisting centers separated by the stable and unstable manifolds
of a saddle. In order to determine whether the averaged 27 periodic system (Eqns.64-
66) obtains a homoclinic orbit, the Bendixson criterion (Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1986)
is employed (see section 2.3). The criterion is calculated from the trace of the system
(Eqn.64) derivative matrix [B = a (F,4.) + G,cl)))1 07 + a (F,cb) +G2(.1,4.))/a4.] whichresults in the following:
B = -Y F 445*114+2f1 r2Jsincli +2J
88
(112)
Consequently, for small structural damping (7 < (5), the system near primary resonance
contains homoclinic loops defined by the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle.
Note that homoclinicity is not limited to weak damping perturbation. Approximation
of the damping perturbation (Eqn.66) by a lower bound representative of an equivalently
linearized drag force [GIL=-2(7e+f)J, G2L =0] results in the following constant negative
value:
i 8 BI =
Il < 0
(.0
(113)
Thus, the hardening averaged system excited by a small amplitude linearized drag force
does not contain a saddle connection. The approximation of the damping perturbation
by an upper bound [G1u=-27*J-4(2ffsincb+(2J)312)/3, G2U = -2 fco s4)/ 3] reveals existence
of homoclinic orbits as the Bendixson criterion changes sign in the following:
Bu = -y48' 2J28*f1 sing) (114)
The homoclinic orbits q°±(0) of the near primary resonant averaged system
(Eqn.64: (5*=0) describe the following level set (H0) obtained from the Hamiltonian
energy [Eqn.61: H(J,c1)) =H(j2,37/2) m Ho]:
Ho = Cr j2a;j22fif23; (115)89
The orbits q°±(0)=(J±(0),4)±(0)) are obtained by integrating the Hamiltonian system
(Eqn.64: r =0) after incorporating the invariant energy (Eqn.61: r=1) on the saddle
connection (Eqn.115).This is done by substitution of 4)±(JI;Ho) obtained from
H(JI,S±)=Ho, into Fi(J±(0),c1)±(0)) (Eqn.64) and integrating (with respect to 0) after
separation of variables (e.g. Tabor, 1989; Nayfeh & Mook, 1979):
J *(3):
MO)
ees = I
Reo
a
iifi(2.1i) -(H0-1:1*J*+ a;J*2)2
H Q *
0 i(e) =sin-1 o r + a *3J*2)
fl ifi:
(116)
(117)
Existence of transverse intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of the
homoclinc orbits is shown by application of Melnikov's method to the perturbed
averaged system. The method does not guarantee the existence of a strange attractor or
steady state chaos, but does give a bound in parameter space below which Smale
horseshoe type chaos is unlikely to occur. The distance between the stable and unstable
manifolds is given by (e.g. Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1986):
8*M(to)
d(t.0;81 1- 001
f(q0(0))1
where M(to) is the Melnikov function:
M(to) = f f(q0(t))A04(t),t+to) dt
(118)
(119)90
Consequently, when M(to) has a simple zero d(to) also has a simple zero and there exist
transverse intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds.
The damping perturbation (Eqn.66) does not depend explicitly on time as the
averaged system (Eqn.64) is autonomous.Therefore, the Melnikov function for the
homoclinic orbits defined in Eqns. 116,117 simplifies to the following time independent
function:
where
and
M= i ( F1 G2F2Gi ) de
i
sincl)
Fl G2 F2 Gi = 2y.T* - Ci* +2 a3*J* - fl--
si2T±
4 n
isi r*[(2/i)(-Qa+2a
if sin0
3Ji) 1 +1 *-fl/-
[2:
2J, sin.cI)± -e
ri = f1 +2f1 PT sinfic + 2J*
(120)
(121)
(122)
Numerical calculation of the Melnikov function (Eqn.120) results in a value M
[MM(00)] which is a function of the parameter space determining existence of the
perturbed homoclinic orbit (Eqns.116,117) as the stable and unstable manifolds of the
hyperbolic saddle either do (M=0) or do not intersect (M 0).
Note that the criterion obtained is sensitive to the high frequency of the averaged
system Ole whereisthe measure of smallness employed inthe averaging91
transformation. Recall that application of averaging (chapter 3) transformed the system
(Eqn.47) which was in the form of dq1d0=ef(q,0)+eg(q,0,)] where q=(u,v)T,to the
following form for the averaged system (Eqn.52): dq/d0=ei(q)+E2g(q;E) where (for
n =m =1) 271(q)=o S
2xf(q,O)d0.Resealing time, 0-41e, transforms the averaged
system into dq/d0=i(q)+Eg(q;e) (i.e. Eqn.55). Consequently, the Melnikov function
(Eqn.120) depends implicitly on e and the relatively high frequency of oscillation (i.e.
period 2TE) results in the Melnikov function being exponentially small in E.Recently,
Holmes et al. (1988) established upper and lower bounds for the separatrix splitting of
rapidly forced systems and demonstrated the applicability of the Melnikov criterion to
forced Hamiltonian saddle-node bifurcation problems exhibiting exponentially small
splitting.
The value of the Melnikov function calculated for parameter values obtained from
the bifurcation value defining coexistence of saddle-sinks (Eqn.72), was found to be
sensitive to the magnitude of the excitation (f. =tuaf/2). As anticipated by the Bendixson
criterion (Eqn.112), weak excitation does not generate transverse intersections whereas
numerical simulation for large amplitude excitation reveals long duration (i.e. large
number of cycles) of irregular transient behavior and sensitivity to initial conditions
before the solution settles to one of the coexisting attractors. This is demonstrated by
comparison of a Poincare section comprised of the projection of the Poincare amplitude
XP, onto the integer "time scale" NP, representing sampling at each forcing cycle
(Fig.24). Note that simulations incorporating initial conditions near the orbits described
by the stable sinks of the Poincare map [i.e. near (j '1,3) in section 3.2] convergea)
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Fig.24 Transient chaotic response (n=m=1)variability of initial conditions:
a) (x(0),y(0))=(0,0), h) (x(0),y(0))=(-1,0), c) (x(0),y(0))=(-1,0.01)93
to their respective steady states (attractors) rapidly (Fig.24a: Np = 50 forcing cycles)
whereas initial conditions in the vicinity of the perturbed homoclinic orbit [i.e. near
0 '2,0 '2)] exhibit lengthy transient chaotic behavior before settling to one of the
coexisting attractors (Fig.24b,c: Np= 100-500 forcing cycles).
5.2 Existence of a Period Doubling Cascade
Existence of a period doubling cascade is shown by further stability analysis of
the period doubled subharmonic solution found in the previous chapter by local
bifurcation analysis. A low order (1=2) subharmonic solution is substituted in the
x12(0) = Ao + Amcos(0/2 + ir1,2) + Alcos(0+ 4') (Eqn. 81: n/m =1/2),Hill's variational
equation for a taut system (Eqns.97-99) to obtain the following subharmonic Hill's
system:
where
and
i = 11
it = Hi(13) i+ H2(0) e
lye) = -y -2 it8
2
E t /1 cosii i e)+'isiii -1 6) j.ic, ,2 si 1 2
112(e) = (431+E ccii 1 c
)
'. Isin(j
2
1
s
(3)
-i-2
t -=-(A,,,,A;,4);), r-=i--(A0,A;,4) are in Appendix A.3.
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As in the previous stability analysis (chapter 4), a low order three term solution
generates two unstable regions. The first region, Z(0+47), is identified by the cos°
term in Eqns.114,115 and corresponds to the secondary 47 tangent resonance whereas
the lowest order unstable region, Z(0+87), corresponds to an 87 resonance and is
identified by the period doubling term c,os(0/2). The boundaries of the unstable regions
can be obtained by solving the 47 subharmonic variational equation (Eqn.112) with low
order approximations (Eqns.101, 102: n/m=1/2, j =3) resulting in stability equations
defining existence of the 4r subharmonic tangent bifurcation (Eqn.103: n/m =1/2 near
secondary resonance) and the evolution of a 87 subharmonic within the boundaries of
the region defined by Eqn.105 (n/2m =1/4). Consequently, a build up of period doubled
components can be expected as the low order 87 subharmonic solution (Eqn.81: j =4,
n/m=1/4) will also generate two stable regions corresponding to Z(0+87) and
Z(0+167). The ultrasubharmonic Hill's variational equations (Eqns.93-95: n,m > 1)
were numerically integrated over time [0:(0, 2m7/n)] to determine the regions of
stability loss. The resulting eigenvalues defined saddle-node (X=1) and period doubled
(X = -1) bifurcation points thus confirming the approximate analysis.Thus, the
subharmonic (n=1 ,m > 1) and the ultrasubharmonic (n,m > 1) Hill's equation suggests
the possible cascade of period doubling. If the period doubling sequence is infinite, the
resulting motion is chaotic (Feigenbaum, 1980).
Numerical simulations of system response identify a variety of 87 subharmonic
and 87/n ultrasubharmonic solutions adjacent in parameter space to the period doubled
solutions described in the previous chapter. These solutions in part evolve to a strange95
attractor.The taut mooring system excited by an unbiased linearized exciting force
exhibits a cascade of period doubling from a 47 subharmonic (Fig.17b: n/m =1/2) and
a 47/5 ultrasubharmonic (Fig.18b: n/m=5/2) to period 87 solutions in the subharmonic
(Fig.25a: n/m=1/2) and ultrasubharmonic (Fig.25b: n/m =5/2) domains. Note that the
peak with the largest energy content remains identical to that of the fundamental
generating subharmonic (compare Fig.17b: (0.=w/2 to Fig.25a: co=2(0/4) and
ultrasubharmonic (compare Fig.18b to Fig.25b: cum,x=10co/4) solutions.The period
doubling cascade evolves directlyto a chaotic attractor(F:ig.26) whereas the
subharmonic response converges to a period doubled solution. Investigation of system
response to a nonlinear hydrodynamic drag force incorporating a weak bias, reveals
evolution of a period doubling cascade from a 4w subharmonic (Fig.22: n/m =1/2) to
an 8w (Fig.27a,b: n/m =1/2) subharmonic resulting in a chaotic attractor (Fig.28). The
influence of convective terms reveals a continuous period doubling cascade from a 47
subharmonic (Fig.23:n/m =1/2) to 87 and 167 (Fig.29a,b: n/m=1/2) subharmonics,
culminating with a chaotic attractor over a large domain (Fig. 30).a) a)
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5.3 Crisis and Transitions Between Coexisting States
Numerical investigation of the transition states near the predicted tangent
subharmonic and ultrasubharmonic bifurcations (Eqn.79) reveals lengthy transient
solutions and sensitivity to initial conditions associated with the abrupt change from
neighboring periodic motions (e.g. Grebogi et al., 1983). This phenomena is associated
with contraction of a subharmonic attractor in phase space before settling to 2w periodic
motion (Fig.31: n/m= 1/3). Note that the contraction is depicted by a sharp decrease
in the size of the attractor.The sharp transition to and from neighboring states is
accompanied by lengthy transients which are sensitive to initial conditions (Fig.32). The
transients can last for a long duration before converging to one of the coexisting
solutions (Fig.31: n/m =1/3). The Poincare section (Figs.32a: Np,Xp) and map (Fig.33b:
Xp,Y,) was found to be sensitive to initial conditions and did not remain constant under
various parameter conditions. Although this structure is not portrayed by a steady state
fractal dimension characteristic of a strange attractor, positive Liapunov exponents (Wolf
et al., 1985) calculated from both time series (x(t)) and Poincare section (Xp(Np)) reveal
the erratic behavior of the response.Furthermore, when a unique solution exists for
certain values in parameter space, the transients evolve to a chaotic attractor (Fig.33).
This attractor appears suddenly and has a limited domain of existence in parameter
space. Note that although both transient and "explosive" steady state chaotic phenomena
are associated with the tangent bifurcations, Melnikov's method cannot be applied due
to the lack of explicit homoclinicty in the ultrasubharmonic system (Eqns.73-76).103
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6. SUPERSTRUCTURE IN THE BIFURCATION SET AND ROUTES TO CHAOS
Analysis of the bifurcation criteria obtained reveals a periodic recurrence of a
fine structure, or superstructure in the bifurcation set (e.g. Parlitz & Lauterborn, 1985).
This structure identifies a similar bifurcation pattern of coexisting solutions in the
subharmonic, ultraharmonic and ultrasubharmonic domains.Within this structure
strange attractors appear when a period doubling bifurcation sequence is infinite
(Feigenbaum, 1980) and when an abrupt change in the size of a unique attractor (Ueda,
1981) occurs near a tangent bifurcation value. The superstructure is closely related with
the nonlinear resonances of the system and enables identification of routes to chaos and
their relationship with other instabilities for given environmental conditions.
6.1 Identification of a Superstructure
Identification of a superstructure in the bifurcation set of a nonlinear system
enables a comprehensive overview of its behavior. While a large number of dynamical
systems exhibit at first glance a nonlinear structure similar to that of one dimensional
maps (e.g. Simoyi et al., 1982), detailed numerical analysis of continuous dynamical
systems reveals that at least a codimension two bifurcation analysis is needed to
adequately describe nonlinear system behavior. In particular, stable coexisting attractors
typical of nonlinear systems (e.g. Figs.8,20) cannot be explained by an equivalent one
dimensional map in which at most one stable orbit exists for a given parameter set.107
Furthermore, Holmes and Whitley (1984), revealed that the bifurcation sequence for
periodic orbits of two dimensional families is quite different than that of one dimensional
maps. They demonstrated that although local tangent and period doubling bifurcations
behave similarly in one and two dimensional maps, global bifurcations, in which
homoclinic cycles are created, dominate the bifurcation set of the two dimensional map.
Parlitz and Lauterborn (1985) demonstrated numerically the existence of a superstructure
in the bifurcation set of a single well potential Duffing equation. They related their
findings to ultraharmonic (n/m =n/ 1) and ultrasubharmonic (n/m =n/3) resonant
properties of the system and conjectured that the superstructure is universal to a large
class of forced nonlinear oscillators. Recently, Ueda et al. (1990) demonstrated global
bifurcations organizing behavior of the double well potential Duffing equation.By
numerically investigating the fractal basin boundary bifurcations (Grebogi et al., 1987;
Thompson and Soliman, 1990) of their system (n/m =1/1,1/3), they determine generic
codimension two patterns and also conjecture similar behavior in forced dissipative
systems.
Investigation of the tangent bifurcation criteria (Eqns.79,103) in parameter space
[a =1, 13: (0,1), r = 1/2 V(1 + 02),7<5 =0.1, Af, co] reveals a similar bifurcation pattern
for subharmonic, ultraharmonic and ultrasubharmonic near resonant solutions (Fig.34).
The pattern consists of intersecting "resonance horns" that portray asymptotic behavior
for large excitation (AO.Intersecting resonance lines (tangent and homoclinic
bifurcations) describing coexisting solutions were also derived for the Henon map by a
number of investigators (e.g. Holmes and Whitley, 1984). Note that bifurcations of10=
0.1
1
0.1
Fig.34 Superstructure in the bifurcationset
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equivalent periodic families (e.g. n/m =n/3) intersect and posses the same slope. The
width of the horn was found to be governed by the relative damping ratio (y' ocy/(3).
Thus a control space defined by parameters describing a nondimensional relationship
between excitation and structural parameters (id, whoa where coo =c00(a03), 7/5) was
derived. Note that the codimension two bifurcations of Ueda (1980) and Ueda et al.
(1990) are defined in parameter space by damping versus excitation amplitude whereas
Parlitz and Lauterborn (1985) describe their ultraharmonic resonances in terms of
excitation amplitude versus frequency.
Classification of the bifurcations defining the superstructure is typically done by
a describing bifurcation number. Holmes and Whitley (1984) extend the conventions
of one dimensional maps in their analysis of the two dimensional Henon map [i.e. sin'
where index m is the period determined by Sarkovski's theorem (e.g. Devaney, 1986)
and j is the order of appearance calculated by kneading theory (e.g. Guckenheimer and
Holmes, 1986)]. Ueda et al. (1990) define suffices describing the periodicity (m) and
an arbitrary index to distinguish between types of solutions whereas Parlitz and
Lauterborn (1985) define an ultraharmonic index (i.e. number of maximum periodic
solutions in one forcing period) complemented by periodicity index to define
ultrasubharmonics.
In order to classify the bifurcation pattern of subharmonic, ultraharmonic and
ultrasubharmonic solutions, the nonlinear resonance relationshipno m. m Valis
utilized to determine the first index [n/m], of the resonance number. Recall (chapter 3)
that the ratio n/m (i.e. an inverse one dimensional winding number) is a relatively prime110
integer. Consequently a second index [7], is required to determine the order of ratios
with non-common factors.Note that m denotes periodicity of the response and an
irrational value for n/m defines aperiodic solutions (i.e. quasi-periodic). Finally, a third
index is required to determine the dimension [d] of the response (i.e.integer
deterministic versus fractal chaotic). Note that the fractal dimension may not by itself
establish the chaotic nature of the motion (e.g. when it is close to an integer value) and
a multi-fractal representation (Feder, 1989) is needed to quantify strangeness of systems
with two or more degrees-of-freedom [e.g.the quasi-periodic response of an
experimental attractor for thermal convection (Jensen et al., 1985)]. Thus, a resonance
number R(Wne, j, d)describing a repeating global bifurcation pattern is defined. Note that
the indices of this number are consistent with the semi-analytical local and global tangent
bifurcation criteria derived previously (Eqns.72,79,103,105).
The following table is constructed to display the complex superstructure in the
bifurcation set.The superstructure enables identification of coexisting solutions and
pitchfork or period doubling bifurcations.The table displays the index of the
fundamental resonant structure [n/m] followed by the index of ordering [1].Note that
the upper row and the first column describe the ultra [n] and sub [m] indices
respectively. The index [j] identifies the order of equal ratios [e.g. (n /m,j) = (1/2,1) at
(column,row)=(1,2) versus (n/m,j)= (1/2,2) at (column,row)= (2,4)]. Thus, the table
diagonal divides between the ultraharmonic and subharmonic domains.Coexistence
found by local analysis [e.g. Fig.20b (n/m =1/2) and Fig.20d (n/m=3/5)1,can be
determined by resonance numbers R(il,,;) with similar n/m ratios (e.g. Rm./ and R315,1).111
Table 1: Order of superstructure in the bifurcation set
R 2 3 4 n
1 1/1,1 2/1,1 3/1,1 4/1,1 n/1,j
2 1/2,1 1/1,2 3/2,1 2/1,2 n/2,j
3 1/3,1 2/3,1 1/1,3 4/3,1 n/3,j
4 1/4,1 1/2,2 3/4,1 1/1,4 n/4,j
m 1/m,j 2/m,j 3/m,j 4/m,j 1/1,j
Note that ultraharmonic solutions described by an even descriptor (n or m) are
unsymmetric [e.g. Fig.12a (n/m=4/5), Fig.17b (n/m=1/2)] whereas odd descriptors
describe symmetric or self-similar solutions [e.g. Fig.12c (n/m=3/5)].
The pitchfork bifurcation (Eqn.108, Figs.15b) describes stability loss of a
symmetric solution (e.g. Fig.16a) and its evolution in parameter space to two partner
orbits (e.g. Fig.19a,b). This bifurcation is described by the ordering index j:1,2 for
n/m=2/1 (e.g. R211,1--1' R2/1,2) in the ultraharmonic domain.Similarly, the period
doubling bifurcation (Eqn.107 and Figs.15a,17) is described by the ordering index in
the subharmonic domain j:1,2 for n/m=1/2 (e.g. /2112,1 -3. R112,2).Note that period
doubling in the ultraharmonic domain (e.g. Fig.18) is described by j:2,3 for n/m=2/1
(e. g. R2/1.2-* R2/1,3)10-
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Numerical simulations of system response enable construction of the following
schematic bifurcation diagram (Fig.35). The simulations consist of changing one control
(w) for a given parameter space under various sets of initial conditions. The diagram
depicts existence of periodic orbits throughout the domain described by a variety of
subharmonic and ultrasubharmonic solutions.Solutions are separated by a common
periodicity index m.Symmetric (S) and asymmetric (AS) solutions (n/m=n/ 1)
describing pitchfork bifurcation transitions are also depicted.For convenience,
resonance lines (Rn,m: dashed lines) are added to highlight solution ordering.An
example is the Rma ultra- subharmonic response (Fig.35: co --r- 4, n/m =7/3) found
between the resonance lines of R311 and R2,1.While not all of the ultrasubharmonics
predicted by the resonance number ordering were found, the dominant harmonic and
lower order subharmonic and ultrasubharmonic solutions were found to be accurately
described. Note that in order to obtain the complete nonlinear steady state response,
fractal basin boundaries describing all possible initial conditions need to be considered.
6.2 Routes to Chaotic Response
Two routes to chaotic response describe the evolution of a strange attractor
defined in chapter 5. These routes can be described by evolution of unsymmetric and
symmetric solutions as is evident by the spectral content of the pre-chaotic and post-
chaotic motions.
The first route is a smooth and continuous period multiplying route. This route114
includes period doubling (Figs.23,29,30) andcan be trace in the superstructure by the
ordering index j:2,4,8...(e.g. R1/2.1' R1/Z2 -> R 1 / 2 , 4 4'RI/2a). Similarly, a period tripling
route is identified j:3,9 (e.g. R113,1--* R113,2 ...) and verified numerically (Fig.36). The
period doubling and tripling routes to chaotic motion isare observed with the appearance
of additional even (Fig.37) and odd (Fig.36) harmonics respectively.Consequently, the
period multiplying scenario describes an accumulation of internalresonance horns in the
bifurcation set. Note that when the multiplyingsequence is infinite the dimension index
[d], describing the number of systems degrees-of-freedom, doesnot retain its integer
value and is replaced by a characteristic fractal dimension (i.e. R-1/2,c0,'2319Fig.37c).
Another route to chaotic motion is observed in the abrupt changeto and from
neighboring periodic motions (e.g. R111,1 R113,1).This occurs near the local tangent
bifurcation values and as described previously, is associated with contractionof the
2m-ir/n ultrasubharmonic. This route is short lived in parameterspace and culminates
to a strange attractor when a "collision" occurs between two neighboringattractors
separated by a saddle (i.e. bifurcation defined asa hetroclinic tangency). Consequently,
strange attractors were found for odd (m and n odd) self-similar subharmonic (e.g.
R.113.,,,.2.52., Fig.38b) and ultrasubharmonic (e.g. R.213.,1,.2.63., Fig.33) scenarioswhile
even (m or n even) ultrasubharmonic scenarios of unsymmetric solutions were portrayed
only by transient chaotic behavior.1;41 I) HI/ -0411 0101
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6.3 Parametric Control of System Instabilities
Investigation of the controlling mechanisms for the local and global bifurcations
identified in the previous chapters for the single degree of freedom system (Eqn.19) was
performed by numerical investigation of the parameter set near the bifurcation values.
Period doubling was found to be sensitive to the magnitude of the drag induced bias
[0(42+ 1/2f12)] for weak excitation whereas the instabilities generated by the convective
terms governing combined parametric [A(0241+fo)fd and external[IA(1(1 + K2)fd
excitation dominate system behavior for larger excitation.Comparison of results to
system response in which the drag nonlinearity was equivalently linearized (resulting in
linear damping and a change in excitation phase) does not reveal the bias induced
instabilities. Note that the bias is a function of both current or waves. Consequently,
equivalent linearization of the hydrodynamic drag force will not account for even
subharmonic or ultrasubharmonic instabilities. Furthermore, local period doubling and
subharmonic tangent instabilities were found in a linearized ((3 > > 1 or al>1=0)
mooring configuration (Eqns.80,110).These instabilities exist in limited parameter
space (Fig.9) and were not found to be sensitive to initial conditions.
The symmetric and unsymmetric solutions are usually associated with symmetric
and unsymmetric system nonlinearities (Szemplinska-Stupnika, 1987) which are found
in both drag and inertial components of the exciting force.However, combined
parametric and external excitation exhibit chaotic subharmonic dynamics due to tangent
bifurcations in a system with a quadratic nonlinearity (Holmes, 1980) and generate119
period doubling bifurcations in a system with a symmetric nonlinearity (HaQuang et al.,
1987). Investigation of parameters influencing the instabilities of the system show that
the period doubling route to chaos is sensitive to the magnitude of the inertial force
whereas the tangent route is controlled by the relationship between the restoring force
and both drag and inertial components of the exciting force.The system with the
linearized restoring force was found to be dominated by the inertial force which controls
both tangent and period doubling routes to chaotic motion.
The influence of coupling of degrees of freedom was done by numerical
simulation of the two degree of freedom system (Eqn.12).Recall that the coupling
appeared in the restoring forces [11,2oc1/(x12+ x32)] and exciting forces dueto the
hydrodynamic velocity potential [u1,30c u1,3(exp(±x3),cos(Kx1-0)]. Furthermore, system
reduction to a single degree of freedom system by employing symmetry conditions
(o.=0) enabled identification of fundamental nonlinearities in a limiting single degree of
freedom system (Eqn.19). Therefore, investigation of degree-of-freedom coupling was
first performed on the taut strongly nonlinear (a =1, 0=0, T =1) neutrally buoyant
(o-=0, ihi =1) symmetric (71=-y3) system where symmetry of the exciting field (f0=0)
was maintained by choice of identical values for the hydrodynamic coefficients
(Si =(53,141=i43). Note that the system described has identical natural frequencies in both
surge and heave directions. Results of analysis near the critical bifurcation values of the
single-degree-of-freedom system reveal similar behavior to that of the limiting system
including the transition to a chaotic attractor [Fig.39: a) Eqn.19, b) Eqn.12]. Note that
although the superstructure in the bifurcation set did not change, the instability regions120
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widened as a direct consequence of the coupling and quasiperiodic solutions were
discovered for a large parameter space (Fig.40). This phenomena can be viewed as
additional parametric excitation to the system.Investigation of system response
governed by a nonsymmetric parameter set reveals additional bifurcations associated
with the two internal resonant mechanisms as the natural frequencies for heave and surge
differ for a buoyant system (a0). Furthermore, doubling of the quasiperiodic
motion was also observed for a limited parameter space (Figs.41,42).
Thus, the superstructure of the bifurcation set is further complicated and requires
additional nondimensional values to completely define parameter space [Id, cohol, (01/(03
where cal =coi(c x,13), co3=co3(c,o), 71,3/81,3].The complexity can be shown in a
displacement diagram depicting heave (x3) versus surge (x1) for periodic and aperiodic
motions (Fig.43).
The mechanisms governing system instabilities and the onset of transient and
steady state chaotic response have been identified via the superstructure in the
bifurcation set which is constructed by a nonlinear resonance (tangent bifurcation)
formulation of the fundamental single-degree-of-freedom system. Analysis of coupling
of the degrees of freedom reveals existence of quasiperiodic motions within the resonant
superstructure.Consequently, control of system instabilities including competing
coexisting solutions and the onset of chaotic response, is achieved by enforcing a change
in parameter space. Two examples are an increase in structural damping (7) governing
the relative damping parameter for control of small amplitude period doubling
instabilities and a combination of damping (7) and mooring (a,13,r) behavior in order122
to control the influences of combined parametric and external excitation and further
coupling in the two-degree-of-freedom system. The former example can be viewed as
a problem governed by an additive controller whereas the latter example requires a
control policy combining additive and multiplicative control variables.123
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This final chapter includes a summary, observations and conclusions obtained
from the study. The potential applications of the study are in the analysis, design and
control of nonlinear ocean mooring and towing systems and of equivalent mechanical
systems subjected to similar environmental conditions. This study provides a basis for
comparison and guidelines for future research of nonlinear ocean systems.
7.1 Summary
Complex nonlinear periodic and aperiodic phenomena are predicted and
investigated by semi-analytical methods in a general class of ocean mooring system
models. The models describe systems that are characterized by a nonlinear restoring
force and a coupled fluid-structure interaction exciting force.The restoring force
consists of a single well potential and classifies the system as one belonging to a class
of degenerate bifurcation problems. The environmental nonlinearites include coupled
hydrodynamic viscous drag and convective inertial wave components. Coupling of the
degrees of freedom further complicate the already strongly nonlinear system. The need
for the study arises with the development of large motion dynamical ocean systems and
the lack of consistent existing nonlinear ocean systems analysis portrayed by detailed
numerical models and by simplified models where the exciting forces are approximated
or in part equivalently linearized.128
The overall goal of this study was to investigate ocean mooring systems by
developing analytical and numerical procedures which would enable determination of
existence and prediction of complex nonlinear periodic and aperiodic system behavior.
This goal is obtained by formulating and investigating system models incorporating the
exact form of both structural and hydrodynamic nonlinearities, as system instabilities are
not always adequately described by approximate models.Furthermore, sensitivity to
initial conditions or loss of predictability in system behavior, cannot be obtained in
systems described by an equivalently linearized formulation.
The investigation includes development and application of local and global
bifurcation techniques to the ocean system. Formulation of the system Poincare map
enables identification of transverse homoclinic orbits depicted by transient chaotic
dynamics.Stability analysis of coexisting subhannonic, ultraharmonic and ultra-
subharmonic solutions reveals existence of a cascade of period doubling. Analysis of
the bifurcation criteria complemented by numerical simulation enables identification of
a superstructure in the bifurcation set.Within this superstructure, strange attractors
appear when a period doubling sequence is infinite and when an abrupt change in size
of the attractor occurs. The superstructure defines routes to chaotic motion and their
relationship with other instabilities for a given set of environmental conditions.
Investigation of the governing nonlinear mechanisms enable identification and control
of system instabilities and the onset of chaotic response.
Thus, the semi-analytical methods described in this study predict complex
nonlinear periodic and aperiodic response which cannot be obtained through evaluation129
of an approximate or equivalently linearized system and can significantly reduce the
efforts of a numerical search in parameter space otherwise needed to complete the
analysis of the strongly nonlinear system considered.
7.2 Observations and Conclusions
System model and global attraction - The choice of a symmetric nonlinear continuous
small body mooring configuration subject to excitation by a deterministic linear
monochromatic two dimensional field, enabled formulation of a three-degree-of-freedom
system.A fundamental limiting single-degree-of-freedom oscillator was shown to
characterize the multi-point mooring system as a coupled strongly nonlinear system
subject to combined biased, parametric and external excitation.Stability analysis by a
Liapunov function approach revealed global attraction for small excitation.
Generality of bifurcation techniques - Evaluation of system stability in the context of the
Poincare map is limited to a weakly nonlinear near resonance formulation. Analysis of
the map described by a potential Hamiltonian perturbed by a damping mechanism
identifies homoclinicity. The criterion for the existence of transverse homoclinic orbits
is sensitive to the high frequency of the averaged system. Consequently, the estimates
for the separatrix splitting of the forced system are obtained. The estimates, verified
by numerical simulation, show sensitivity to initial conditions depicted by transient
chaotic behavior. Note that although an analytical criterion for transverse intersections130
of ultrasubharmonic resonances was not attainable, numerical simulation revealed
equivalent transient behavior before settling to a strange attractor characterized by an
explosion.Investigation of nonresonant solutions by a variational approach is not
limited to a weak formulation and existence of a period doubling cascade was found to
be a fundamental instability mechanism.
Superstructure in the bifurcationsetInvestigation of the bifurcation criteria
complemented by numerical simulation, reveals a steady state superstructure in the
bifurcation set. A resonance number consisting of suffices describing the nonlinear
content and dimension of solutions within the superstructure isderived.The
superstructure enables identification of the mechanisms governing system stability and
the onset of strange attractors. The controlling mechanisms are a bias governing small
amplitude motion instabilities and combined parametric and external excitation governing
large amplitude motion. The influence of coupling of degrees of freedom consists of
additional parametric excitation widening unstable regions.Although comparison of
single-degree and two-degree-of-freedom systems depict identical nonlinear phenomena,
the coupling complicates the bifurcation set and quasiperiodic solutions are found
coexisting in parameter space.
Importance of physical parameters - Investigation of system response semi-analytically
reveals the importance of the physical parameters governing the nonlinearities.
Mooring restoring force: defined by governing geometric nonlinearity, pretension131
and buoyancy which describe a variable multiplicative control to hydrodynamic
induced instabilities.
Structural damping: linear additive control of resonant mechanisms (i.e. large
amplitude ultrasubharmonics and strange attractors in their domain).
Hydrodynamic drag force: defined by a relative motion quadratic nonlinearity
that governs period doubling instabilities via a bias for small amplitude motion.
Note that even a linearized mooring system is subject to drag induced instabilities
which are not attainable by equivalent linearization techniques.
Hydrodynamic inertia force: defined by second order relative motion convective
nonlinearity which controls response via combined parametric excitation. Note
that the convective terms cannot be neglected for large amplitude response where
kinematics are evaluated at the displaced position.
Coupling of degrees of freedom: generates parametric excitation and enhances
quasiperiodic response in ultrasubharmonic regions of instability.
7.3 Future Research
In this study a variety of assumptions and choices were made in order to enable
development of the analysis techniques. The following list includes topics for future
investigation based on generalizing both the mooring system and the environmental field:
System - The system consists of moorings and body. Recall that selection of small body132
was due to the lack of explicit formulation of the hydrodynamic exciting force and
choice of a pretensioned mooring configuration was due to the need of a continuous
restoring force.Consequently, two topics for research are the applicability of the
fundamental results of this study to: a) Large body (e.g. diffracting) attached to the
mooring assembly. Recall that extension to large body requires simultaneous solution
of system and field. Therefore, an intermediate step can be selection a semi-analytical
quasiperiodic formulation for the hydrodynamic exciting force. b) Moorings including
material discontinuities and nonlinear elastic properties. Note that an equivalent topic
is that of ocean towing as the nonlinearities are geometric and discontinuous.
Another topic of great importance is structural control of hydrodynamic induced
instabilities.Investigation of structural damping mechanisms (e.g. quadratic damping
feedback) will enable an optimum parametric control of system instabilities and the onset
of chaotic response.
Field - The hydrodynamic ocean environment is nonlinear and stochastic. Consequently,
the hydrodynamic exciting force is further complicated. Two topics for research are the
influence of these complications on the fundamental results obtained in this study:
a) deterministic field: nonlinear (linear).b) stochastic field: nonlinear (linear).An
additional stochastic topic for analysis is the evaluation of the drag coefficient and the
influence of its variability (in deterministic and random fields) on system response.133
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Appendix A - Nonlinear Functions
This appendix includes the following nonlinear functions (A.1), equations (A.2) and
coefficients (A.3):
Ad:
Coefficients of the nonlinear functions Fi(x,0) and F2(x,y,0) of Eqns.30,31 (chapter 2):
where
F1(x,0) = E [131 + K/(6) ix 1 (1)
Ko =µf,1(42[41 ji)sine +ifisin261
co 2
fo +sgn(u-y) 8[2cose--1ficos26
ca 2
K1 = RAlo.)2[(1
+sgn(u -y) 8
K2 =tifilca2[1(1-jA)sine-fisin201
--cose
o)
f2'f0sine
(..)
2 (.0
+ficos201
/
(2)
io
+sgn(u-y) 8[----cos0 +ficosai
ca
K3 = "LA{(02[-1(1 -1-1COSO 3-ficos28I
6 6) 3
./0
+sgn(u-y) 8-1sineifisui2*6where
=8sgn(u-y){( +fs
IBo
B21+1=421+1 B2I =0
and
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(3)
F2(y,ry,9) =Er1yi+[A, (A) xy (4)
ro = o
r2 =
ri
Ao = p.fi[-cosine -2sgn(u-y)(-8-6) )cosel
Al = lift[wcose -2sgn(u-y)($
A2 =-1- pfi[unine +2sgn(u-y)(41.)cosel
2 0
A, =--lfj-Gnose+2sgn(u-y)(A)sinel
6 (a)
(5)
(6)A.2
Amplitude equations of Eqn.82 (chapter 4):
S (AAii) = 0
1o2' ;2';2
li NI III
where j =3, n=m=1:x = Ao + Al cos(cot + 411)
where
Or
R:+1(4+4c÷R2c+4)-1(p8)2(S4c+S4s)= o
2 RoRic +R2c(R1c+R3c) = 0
2 RoRis -RisR2c = 0
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Ric2 a3Aoli 1
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1 3
Ric =4 a3A1
S, = f cosi:
Ss = f sin'?1+Ai
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(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)6,2
Coefficients of Eqns.124,125 (chapter 5):
1 =1A/2sin iu.2 c.7 1
c.,=f +Ai sin ifi
) 1 =1A cos *1/2 S21/2
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Appendix B Numerical Simulations
This appendix includes a description (B.1) of the procedures used for numerical
simulations of system response (Eqns.12,19) and a list (B.2) of parameter values
describing the simulations used for the figures in the text.
Ed
Numerical simulations of the single-degree (Eqn.19) and two-degree-of-freedom system
(Eqn.12) were performed by explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) methods where the required
order 0(hrn) was determined from a calculated truncation error of O(hm +l) (Atkinson,
1989). A preliminary simulation with adaptive stepsize control was used to determine
an approximate duration of transients and an initial configuration (Press et.al., 1989).
Simulations were then conducted where error control was achieved via the passage of
the response through the exact fixed equilibrium point and a truncation errorwas
calculated via a RK-Fehlberg formulae (Morris, 1987).The truncation error was
compared with results of numerical simulations of various nonlinear systems (Bert et al,
1988). The lengthy duration simulations of the chaotic system response (Np.-- 5,000)
were then repeated with high order RK simulation (Morris, 1987: RK-8).
Stability was found to be sensitive to the degree of nonlinearity (13) and the
magnitude of the hydrodynamic drag force (5).The limiting time steps (11 «T /2°,
T=27r/w) varied (RK-4,5) from h --r. T/26 [/3 =1, 8.-- 1] to h .--- T/2' [13=0, (5,--- 1] whereas
simulation of a strongly nonlinear system [0 =0, 43< 1] was unstable at h ,-- T/28.150
Consequently, simulation were conducted (RK-4,5,8) with h=T/29. Note that lengthy
numerical integration of chaotic dynamical systems by implicit solvers (e.g. Newmark
methods) will introduce hetroclinic tangles that will complicate the solution.
References:
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Bert C.W. and Stricklin, J.D. (1988). Comparative evaluation of six different numerical
integration methods for nonlinear dynamic systems. J. Sound Vibrat. , 127, 221-
229.
Morris, A.H. (1987). NSWC Library of Mathematics Subroutines. NSWC.
Press, W.H., Flannery, B.P., Teukolsky, S.A. and Vetterling, W.T. (1989). Numerical
Recipes. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Reinhall, P.G., Caughey, T.K. and Storti, D.W. (1989). Order and chaos in a discrete
duffing oscillator: implications on numerical integration. ASME J. App. Mech.,
56, 162-167.151
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The simulations depicted in the text describe response of a taut system (r=1/21/(1-1-132):
a) single-degree-of-freedom system (Eqn.19) subject to a linearized excitation (K=0):
a=4 (Figs.12,20,26,31,33); a=40 (Figs.13,16,17,18,19,25,)
13=0 (Figs.12.a,12b,17,18,20,25,26,31,33);f1=1 (Figs.12c,16,19)
-y*=0.01 (Figs.12,13b,16-20,25,26,31,33)7.=0.05 (Fig.13a)
fo=0 (Figs.12,13b,16,18,-20,25b,26,31,33), f0=0.01 (Figs.13a,17,25)
iht=0.1 (Figs.13a,17,25a,31), Af1=2 (Figs.12,13b,16,18-20,25b,26,33)
b) single-degree-of-freedom system (Eqn.19) subject to nonlinear drag excitation
(7=0.01, K=0, p.=1, f0=0):
a1 =0.1 (Fig.32), a1=0.25 (Figs.8,10,11,22,24,27,28)
a3=0.1 (Figs.8,10,22), a3=0.3 (Figs.11,24,27), a3=1 (Figs.28,32)
5 =0.05 (Figs.24,32), 5=0.1 (Figs.8,10,11,27,28)
f1=0.1 (Figs.8,22,32), f1=0.2 (Figs.10,24,27,36), f1=0.3 (Figs.11,28)
c) single-degree-of-freedom system (Eqn.19) subject to nonlinear drag and convective
excitation:
«1=1, a3=0, 7=0.01, 5.0.1, K=1, A=1, f0=0, f1=0.1 (Figs.23,29,30,37,38)
d) two-degree-of-freedom system (Eqn.12) subject to nonlinear drag excitation 0(3 =0,
a=0, -y=0.01, K=0, f0=0):
a=1 (Figs.39,40,43a,b), a =10 (Figs.41,42,43c)
5=0.05 (Figs.39,42,43c) 5 =0.1 (Figs.40,41,43a,b)
X=0.1 (Figs.40,43a), x=0.2 (Figs.39,41), x=0.3 (Figs.42,43c)152
AL,, - solution amplitudes
Ap1,3 - projected drag areas
awave amplitude
a1,2,3,4
Appendix C - Nomenclature
coefficients in characteristic equation
B - beam of the body
B, Bul' - Bendixon functions
b - horizontal distance from body centroid to connecting mooring point
C - variable function
C1,3,5structural damping coefficients
CAI,3, CD1,3- hydrodynamic added mass and viscous drag coefficients
D - structural damping vector
D - draft of the body, variable function
D1.2 - Hurwitz determinants
dvertical distance from body centroid to connecting mooring point
E - variable function
ei,o,,,o, em,2,0 - variational amplitudes
Fexciting force vector [F=(F19F3,F5)1, potential vector [F(q)=(F1(q),F2(q))T1
FD,FM - exciting drag and inertia force vectors(F=FD +FM)
F1,29 F12 'Lvariable functions
fo, fl, f1', f1*scaled current and wave forcing parameters153
G - damping vector [G(q)=(G1(q),G2(q)).9
G, G1,2, G1,2"-,variable functions
g - gravitational acceleration
H1,2 - Hill's variational functions
H - Hamiltonian energy
Holevel set [H0=1/02,02)]
h, h' - water depth and scaled water depth (h '=h/d)
I - body inertia, degree of approximation
Is,cintegral functions of the drag force
i - index
Jnonlinear polar coordinate ("action" in averaged system) [J=V(u2+v2)]
J1coordinate of homoclinic orbit
jindex
jindex of repeatability in resonance number
ji, j 'i - J value of Hamiltonian and non Hamiltonian fixed points
K - elastic mooring force coefficient
k - wave number
L - length of the body
L - Liapunov function
2 Lagrangian function
1 - index
10length of gap to be bridged by mooring line [10=V(d2+b2)]154
11,2 - mooring line lengths
Linitial mooring line length (1,...510)
M - body mass, exciting moment
M - Melnikov function
m - index of subharmonic
n - index of ultraharmonic
p, - trace of derivative matrix at the fixed point location
Q' - generalized force
q - generalized coordinate vector [e.g. q =(J,ck)T]
q - generalized coordinate
ei- homoclinic orbit[q°± (0) = (J° ±(0),40 ±(0))
ch - determinant of derivative matrix at the fixed point location
R - total restoring force vector {R=(RI,R39R5)11
RB, RM - buoyancy and mooring restoring force vectors (R=RB+Rm)
R - restoring force function
R,/.hdresonance number
rresonance ratio (r=n/m)
S - variable matrix
S; - nonlinear set of equations
T period of exciting wave (T=21r/co)
T kinetic energy
t - time155
U particle velocity vector [U= (U1,U3)T]
U0 - colinear current magnitude
U1, U3horizontal and vertical components of the particle velocity
U*- velocity function (U'=U1sinX5+U3cosX5)
u - scaled particle velocity vector [u= (u1u3)T]
u, u' - velocity functions
u - van der Pol coordinate
V - total potential energy
VM - mooring potential
displaced volume
van der Pol Coordinate
WO/ W21, W22coefficient function
X - displacement vector [X= (Xi, X3, X3).9
X1,X3,X3 - surge, heave and pitch
Xp - Poincare displacement
xscaled displacement vector [x=(x1,x3,x5)T], x=X/d
xo - approximate displacement
X,2,3value of fixed points
Yp - Poincare velocity
yscaled velocity vector [y=(yi,y3,y5)T, y=(1/d)dX/dt]
Yoapproximate velocity
z'dummy variable156
a, a, a'scaled stiffness parameters
13 - nonlinear geometric parameter
r 6' Os,- bifurcation values
r- variable function
y, y',7 7
.
7 71,3structural damping parameters
A - determinant
(5,(5*, 5" hydrodynamic drag parameters
on78,,,,(2j,i)Kronecker delta functions
E7 Eimeasure of smallness, perturbation coordinate E(0)
r001999),rci(oltn),rcjoilm)Fourier coefficients
n - measure of smallness, perturbation coordinaten(6)
0 - scaled time (0=4
Kscaled wave number (K=kd)
A - variable function
Xeigenvalue
i.4, p1,3buoyancy parameters
measure of smallness in Liapunov function
ECi01/111),ES*011)Fourier coefficients
pwater mass density
crbuoyancy parameter
- pretension parameter
(I)nonlinear polar coordinate ("angle" in averaged system) [4=tan-1(v/u)]157
(I)±coordinate of homoclinic orbit
cki, 4, ';cl) value of Hamiltonian and non Hamiltonian fixed points
x - wave amplitude parameter (x =ka)
'i.00,0 - solution phases
how variational phases
(Y, ils - detuning parameters [Eir=c02_(min)2ad, Sr= net/ 12mc.0]
co - wave frequency (T=2r/co)
wn - natural frequency